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Abstract 
Researcher: Kevin Matiko 
Title: Modeling Hydrodynamic Stability of Incline-Liquid Airblast Nozzle for Gas 
Turbine Combustion 
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Degree: Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Year: 2014 
Fuel is a major cost item for civil transport airplanes. Minimizing fuel consumption of these 
crafts is a stream of economic opportunity and a stage for innovation, competition and 
exploration. Regardless of the fuel type, bio or crude oil based, the civil transport stakeholders 
would like to minimize fuel consumption of their airplanes. The mixing of fuel and air is a 
critical process for optimum combustion in gas turbine engines due to its high influence on the 
downstream combustion process. The need for minimizing fuel consumption coupled with the 
requirement for combustion systems to perform well at all flight conditions puts the spotlight on 
fuel spray systems.  Consequently, there is a need to develop novel fuel spray systems to safely 
propel airplanes with least amount of fuel possible. The need for these new fuel spray systems 
equally necessitates new tools capable of modeling these systems. This study is about 
constructing analytical model capable of predicting the onset of fuel atomization for varied spray 
angles. 
 
Two-dimensional stability analysis for laminar jet is performed numerically as a foundation for 
stability studies. An analytical investigation into the stability equation is also carried out using an 
asymptotic approach. This approach subdivides the jet into three layers; outer, critical and the 
inner layer. The core of the asymptotic approach is the use of inviscid solution to obtain the 
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viscous solution through successive solving of ODE’s. The end result of successive solution of 
ODE’s are lengthy algebraic expressions for the solution to the stability equation. 
 
A higher order analytical model, is proposed to predict the onset of instability of liquid sheet at 
inclined angles relative to the impinging air. In this approach, the instability process is explained 
by the formation of conical liquid surface at the tip of the nozzle. This liquid surface becomes 
unstable and ruptures due to instability. Mathematically, a coordinate transformation is made 
such that coordinate system aligns with the liquid film axis and then the balance of normal 
stresses at liquid-gas interface is carried out. With this model, it is observed that higher incidence 
angles results to higher growth rate curves. This means that the disturbances in the liquid sheet 
will amplify more and leads to faster liquid sheet disintegration and consequently to a rapid 
atomization. This approach can therefore be used to make a correlation between fuel incidence 
angle and droplet diameters.   
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1. Introduction 
The mixing of fuel and air is a critical process in gas turbine combustion system due to its high 
influence on the downstream combustion process. This mixing process occurs on the second 
stage of gas turbine combustion system. Figure 1(a) shows a gas turbine engine representation. 
Combustion occurs in the combustor as can be seen in Figure 1(b). 
  
Figure 1.1(a): Gas Turbine Engine  
Source: oregonstate.edu/~sva/gt.html  
Figure 1.1(b): Combustor  
Source: static.msi.umn.edu  
Optimum combustion requires proper fuel and air mixture. For liquid fuels, it is necessary to 
break down the bulk liquid fuel into small droplets as a step towards optimum combustion. This 
is because smaller fuel droplets mix easily and quickly with air in readiness for combustion. This 
process of breaking down bulk liquid fuel into small droplets is referred to as atomization, which 
is shown schematically by Figure 2. 
Some of the desirable characteristics of a good atomizer [1] include; 
1. Quality atomization at varied fuel flow rates, 
2. Quick response to variation in fuel flow rates, 
3. Low susceptibility to blockage 
4. Uniform radial and circumferential fuel distribution, and 
5. Lower power input, cost, weight and maintenance. 
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The first four characteristics revolve 
around the off-design capability of an 
atomizer; the capability to function 
optimally at a wide range of operating 
conditions. The fifth characteristic is 
typical requirement in the design of 
most physical systems. One of the ways of achieving the first four desirable characteristics is by 
understanding the processes involved in atomization. With this understanding, analytical models 
capable of predicting atomization can be built. The outcome of the atomization process generally 
depends on fuel properties, atomizer design/configuration and surrounding conditions. 
 
Regardless of the fuel type, bio or crude oil based, the civil transport stakeholders would like to 
minimize fuel consumption of their airplanes. In addition to the need for minimizing fuel 
consumption, the combustion systems are required to perform well at all flight conditions i.e. no 
relight problems at all altitudes. Consequently, there is a need to develop novel fuel spray 
systems for safely propelling airplanes with least amount of fuel possible. The need for these 
new fuel spray systems also necessitates equally new tools capable of modeling these systems. 
This study is aimed at constructing an analytical model capable of predicting the behavior of 
unconventional methods of fuel spraying. 
 
1.1. Significance of the Study 
For optimum burning of fuel, it is desirable to have a highly mixed air and fuel. This can be 
achieved by breaking down the fuel into smaller particles through atomization. This intimate 
 
Figure 1.2: Depiction of Liquid Atomization Stages 
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mixing of fuel and air is also attested by Kuo [2] as a necessity for efficient combustion.  
Atomization process is enabled by the aerodynamic forces acting on the fuel. Even though 
aerodynamic forces facilitate this breakdown process, fuel viscosity tends to oppose this process 
by lengthening the breakup time [1]. The opposition comes from the tendency for viscous fluids 
to remain attached through surface tension. Surface tension keeps liquid fuel in spherical form, 
which is a state of minimum surface energy [1]. 
 
The atomization process shown in Figure 1.2 can be achieved by either applying; 
1. High pressure liquid fuel in an atomizer to accelerate fuel into a relatively static gas 
medium, or 
2. High speed gas in a stream of liquid fuel 
In both cases, aerodynamic forces (through pressure differential in case 1 and by relative speed 
in case 2) are used to overcome the surface tension forces that tend to keep liquid drop intact.  
 
The “Rules and Tools” Program by five engine companies outlines three issues that are primarily 
the basis of combustion performance [3]. The issues, termed as Figures of Merit (FOM) are;  
1. Cold day ignition limits, 
2. Lean blowout limits, and 
3. Altitude relight limits. 
Atomization features as a fundamental process in all the three issues above. Not surprisingly, 
viscosity, density and surface tension are outlined as the drivers of the atomization process. Even 
secondary issues (emissions and combustion efficiency) are driven by the same fuel properties. 
This is a clear indication of the significant role atomization plays in gas turbine combustion.  
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It is also important to study atomization because when compared to larger droplets, smaller fuel 
droplets have been shown [1] to have lower soot production/formation at the end of a gas turbine 
combustion process. This has been explained as the high tendency of smaller droplets to 
evaporate as they approach the flame front, resulting in more of premixed combustion due to the 
highly mixed gaseous fuel and air. As for larger droplets, less of it is evaporated which results in 
diffusion flame combustion because liquid region of the fuel has lesser surface contact with air 
thus burning as fuel rich zone.  
 
One of a designer’s objective then becomes obtaining optimum fuel droplet diameters. Models 
that can predict the aero, thermodynamic and geometrical characteristics of constituent items at 
any point of the atomization process are very essential. 
In both gas and pressure aided atomization, the interaction of the liquid and its aid (high speed 
air or pressure differential on the liquid) determines the atomizer exit conditions. The exit 
conditions then provide the needed information for analysis in the primary breakup 
region/control volume. This approach continues through the secondary to the combustion zone. 
 
1.2. Statement of the Problem 
The focus of this work is on modeling and investigating the liquid-inclination effect on liquid 
sheet breakup of unconventional airblast nozzle shown by Figure 1.3(a). This is to be compared 
with the conventional type in Figure 1.3(b).  Conventional air blast atomizers are configured with 
mainstream liquid being impinged by gas streams in a parallel flow set-up. Most airblast nozzles 
have the liquid and gas streams relatively parallel to each other with the exception of a smaller 
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region at the tip. In a recent experimental study, Mohan et al [4] reports better spray 
characteristics by positioning the gas and liquid streams differently from conventional 
approaches. The actual configuration of Mohan et al’s nozzle is not known since only a 
schematic representation similar to one shown by Figure 1.4 was reported in [4]. 
 
Models for post-nozzle 
exit behavior have been 
developed, and continue 
to be improved upon. 
Some of the approaches 
used for these models 
include the Maximum 
Entropy Principle (MEP) 
and Maximum Entropy Generation (MEG). Prediction of spray characteristics using these 
approaches have been compared to experiments with significant success [5, 6, 7]. In many of 
these models, the inputs such as droplet sizes are experimental values.  
 
The inputs of post- nozzle exit models should reflect 
the processes of liquid-gas interaction because this 
interaction dictates the nozzle exit conditions. 
Looking at many of the post- nozzle exit models, the 
inputs show very little analytical considerations of 
the upstream processes involving gas and liquid 
 
 
Figure 1.3(a): Unconventional  
Airblast Configuration Nozzle 
Figure 1.3(b): Conventional  
Airblast Configuration Nozzle 
 
Figure 1.4: Unconventional Air-Blast 
Configuration Schematic 
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interaction. The desire for comprehensive atomization models raises the need for modeling the 
liquid-gas interaction in the atomizer and specifically, the inclined-liquid gas interface which is 
the subject of this study. 
 
1.3.  Purpose Statement 
The purpose of this study propose an analytical model/approach capable of predicting the effect 
of liquid-inclination angle on an airblast nozzle.  
 
1.4.  Range of Application 
This study can be applicable to many liquid spray systems beyond civil aviation engines. Other 
applicable industries include power generation, automotive and agriculture.  
 
1.5.  Limitations and Assumptions 
Chemical processes that occur during atomization process are not considered in this study. This 
study does not warrant or necessitate coupling of chemical species equations with conservation 
equations as is usually done in combustion modeling. 
 
1.6.  Definitions of Terms 
Atomization  The process of breaking down bulk liquid fuel into small droplets 
Airblast  A type fuel nozzle that uses high speed air to aid atomization 
Growth Rate  The intensity of wave amplification 
Weber Number The ratio of aerodynamic forces to surface tension forces 
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1.7.  List of Acronyms 
2D Two Dimensional 
3D Three Dimensional 
BC Boundary Condition(s) 
CD Central Differencing Formula 
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation 
PDE Partial Differential Equation 
PDF Probability Density Function 
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2. Literature Review 
Hydrodynamic stability theory has been the 
foundation for liquid-gas interface studies for 
a long time [8] because of the wave formation 
and distortion that occurs on the liquid sheet 
before the onset of bulk liquid disintegration.  
As the liquid sheet approaches the gas stream, 
it remains relatively stable as shown by in Figure 2.1. However, as soon it establishes contact 
with the gas, its shape changes from planar to wavy shape as shown by the right side of Figure 
2.1. These liquid sheets become unstable due to any disturbance that is capable of propagating in 
time and space as the interface strives to balance the normal stresses across it. This balance of 
normal stresses is explained in detail in Chapter 5. Of interest is the behavior of the liquid sheet 
at the primary breakup region. Its behavior in this region is influenced collectively by its own 
properties, gas properties and the atomizer configuration.  
 
The influence of some of these properties has been studied by Mitra et al [9]. Mitra et al reported 
successful prediction of the effects of Weber number, Reynolds number, density ratio, velocity 
ratio and phase angle on the liquid breakup characteristics, using dual mode linear stability 
analysis. The report [9] also notes that the interface profile prediction using linear stability 
matched experimental profile up to the near region of atomizer exit. At the atomizer exit, it is 
suspected that non-linearity effects are highly dominant in the breakup region hence a substitute 
for linear theory is needed. 
 
  Figure 2.1: Liquid Sheet Transformation and Spray 
  Formation 
  Source:  http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu/~sva/sprays.html 
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2.1. Nonlinear Hydrodynamic Instability 
Many researchers have studied nonlinear hydrodynamic instabilities such as [8] and [10]. Mitra 
[8] worked on a comprehensive and predictive model for initial drop sizes and velocity 
distributions by coupling linear and non-linear instability in his model. In the model, Mitra 
developed three sets of potential functions, which he then used to find the first, second and third 
order solutions for liquid film characteristics: deformation, angular frequency and growth rate.  
 
The dominant wave number from the respective growth rate curves for each of the three modes is 
used in these solutions. It is found that the wave instability behavior under the effects of inertia, 
velocity and density ratio is predictable using the dominant wave number. However, as soon as 
other wave numbers are used, the results do not show a clearly explainable pattern. The results of   
non-dominant wave numbers raise the question of the predictability of the first sub-model, which 
deals with the deterministic half of the model. The other half of the model, the stochastic sub-
model, is for obtaining the most probable distribution function (PDF) for droplet sizes.  
 
Maximum Entropy Principle (MEP) together with mass, momentum and energy conservation 
and the normalization equation is used to obtain the PDF. As for the source terms for 
conservation equations, the mass source term is assumed zero while momentum and energy 
source terms are estimated from the breakup length. Mass mean diameter, D30, is estimated from 
breakup wavelength. Since the many possibilities of wave numbers and their results raises doubt 
on the predictability of the non-linear sub model, Mitra introduces linear instability because of its 
uniformity in predicting the initial drop size distribution. It is important to remember that the 
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non-linear instability still play a critical role by providing for the conservation source terms and 
D30. 
 
2.2. Jet Velocity and Liquid Viscosity Effect 
Other parameters that affect breakup length include jet velocity and liquid viscosity. McCarthy 
and Molloy [11] discussed the jet breakup length as a function of jet velocity using the stability 
curve as shown in Figure 2.2. They note that the region AB is a drip region, BC and beyond have 
high enough speed and hence the beginning of the jet region. It will be interesting to see if the 
new configuration being studied will have a similar or different behavior on its stability curve.  
 
As for liquid viscosity’s role in breakup length, 
Schweitzer [12] performed an experimental study 
on viscous effects and found that viscous liquids 
have longer breakup length than their less viscous 
counterparts. McCarthy and Molloy also found 
that viscous fluids damp instabilities. It would be 
interesting to know whether the same relationship 
between viscosity and break-up length holds in 
the present configuration too.  
 
Another significant component of liquid jet breakup is the role of the jet velocity profile at the 
nozzle exit. The Critical Reynolds Number, the value below which any disturbance in a long 
straight cylindrical tube will be dampened out, helps to characterize the velocity profile of a 
 
Figure 2.2: Jet Instability Curve  
Source: Blaisot [14] 
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specific flow and was found to be approximately 2320 [13] . McCarthy and Molloy analyzed this 
jet velocity profile effect through the kinetic energy per unit mass, , which involves integrating 
the local velocity over the flow area. Through this formulation, a plug flow in a pipe has an  
value of 1, a fully developed turbulent has a range of 1.1 to 1.2 and fully developed laminar flow 
has a value of 2. They note that higher  corresponds to potentially the most unstable jets. This 
may differ with Schweitzer’s discussion of turbulence and atomization. Schweitzer bases his idea 
on the fact that turbulent profiles tend to have larger relative velocity with respect to the 
surrounding gas, at the liquid gas interface, than the laminar profiles because laminar profiles 
have zero velocity at the walls. The high relative velocities at the interface are then responsible 
for transforming the surface irregularities into breakup regions and drop formation.  
 
2.3. Gas Jets Inclination  
Mehring and Sirignano [15] carried out a numerical study for a quite similar impacting 
configuration. The difference is that the configuration studied in [15] is a liquid core impacted by 
a gas stream while this one is gas core impacted by liquid stream. The other difference is that 
configuration is 2D while this is a 3D annular configuration.  
 
In terms of causing film rapture within their range of study, they found that direct modulation of 
liquid-phase velocities at the nozzle exit is more effective than indirect modulation through the 
impacting gas. It is important to note that for the nozzle configuration being studied in this paper, 
the average velocity of the liquid stream is fixed and only the incident angle changes. This means 
that the local velocity at the gas liquid interface will vary through their componential forms. 
Hence, even though the study presented here is not as detailed as [15], it is valid to predict that 
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this configuration will achieve the variation of disintegration explained by Mehring and 
Sirignano as result of velocity adjustments.  
 
2.4. A First Order Approach 
Matiko [16] investigated the role of the incidence angle on varied behavior of the two 
configurations shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) managed to a first order method. This method 
postulated that higher incidence angles of the liquid relative to the gas core results to higher 
relative momentum fluxes at the interface and hence increased liquid film distortion and 
breakdown. The relative momentum fluxes (Figure 2.4) were calculated by resolving the velocity 
components at the interface.  
 
In this approach [16], an assumption 
was made that an annular liquid film 
exits the nozzle to form a cone as shown 
by Figures 2.3(a) and (b).  With this 
assumption, a semi-closed but moving 
surface is formed and which is 
impinged/impacted on by the gas core. As the gas flows into this semi-closed surface, the surface 
will expand thereby increasing its area. The expansion continues until the conical surface bursts 
at its expansion-limit surface area. An increase in the incidence angle reduces the length of the 
conical surface while the frontal area remains constant.  This area expansion is similar to one 
explained in capillary theory, developed by Laplace [17], which is a result of the energy balance 
between pressure differential and the change in liquid surface energy. The change in liquid 
 
 
Figure 2.3(a): Nozzle  
Cross-section  
Figure 2.3(b): The  Conical  
Liquid Surface 
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surface energy is due to the area change caused by the pressure differential. Adamson and Gast 
[18] and Stokes and Evans [19] both discussed this surface tension phenomena, which is also 
known as surface free energy. Sirignano [20] also discussed the need to pressurize the gas core 
of an annular or conical liquid film in order to keep the liquid film stable. For a spherical liquid 
shape like a bubble, the steady state condition can be described by the capillary equation, ∆ =

  where ∆ is the change in pressure,  is the liquid-air surface tension and  is the bubble 
radius. 
 
In moderate test conditions for 
one type of liquid, the surface 
tension will stay relatively 
constant. Therefore, bubbles 
with a smaller radius would 
sustain higher pressures. For the 
bubbles to rupture, the pressure 
differential across the bubble 
film has to be increased to a critical pressure point, ∆ ≥ ∆. For the case being studied, the 
static pressure differential across the liquid film may be assumed to be negligible especially in a 
gas turbine application. The assumption is valid if the core mass flow from the high pressure 
compressor splits up to the nozzle and the rest to support combustion and cooling.  
 
Matiko also eliminated Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities as potential 
candidates for this phenomena. This is because no evidence of local acceleration between the gas 
 
Figure 2.4: Fluxes Variation with Liquid Incidence Angle  
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and liquid surface (rayleigh-taylor Instability [21]) to drive the surface breakup. There was no 
evidence either of parallel motion at the gas-liquid interface, primarily associated with kelvin-
helmholtz (KH) Instabilities [21]. It is postulated in this study that it is the local impact velocity 
through the relative momentum between the liquid and the gas that drives the surface breakup. 
More so, it is the intensity of the relative momentum and hence the momentum flux is sought.  
	 !" ≡ $!	%$!	&%$'& 
Letting ( represent momentum flux, then 
( = %)*&* 
where ) is the fluid density and * is the fluid average velocity. 
Since the interest is on the impact surface, we look at the local behavior by adding directions to 
the momentum flux equation such that (+ = %)*&*+ and ' represents the direction. 
The final flux equations becomes  
(, = %)*&- − %)* cos 
&2 
(3 = ±%)* sin 
&2 
where the subscripts 7 and ! represent the gas and liquid respectively. The ± on (3 represents 
the top and bottom surface.  
  
2.5. Summary 
The need for analytical models to predict post nozzle exit behavior has been revisited. Existing 
models have been reviewed and none (with exception of [16]) can account for the effect of 
angling of the liquid fuel film relative to the impinging gas. A first order analytical approach that 
utilizes the relative momentum fluxes at the liquid-gas interface was proposed by [16]. The 
method accounts for the angle of incidence of the liquid. By varying the angle of incidence, 
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while keeping all the other variables fixed, Matiko was able to qualitatively predict that higher 
liquid incidence angles results to increased liquid film distortion and breakdown. Higher order 
methods are needed for quantitative prediction. 
 
2.6. Methodology 
To model the inclined-liquid jet, a stability analysis is to be carried out. There are two stability 
analysis options to be investigated. The first option is to track the oscillation of the wave that 
develops when the liquid film exits the nozzle. Mathematically it involves constructing an 
oscillation function from the fundamental stability equation. The second stability analysis option 
is the growth rate tracking. The growth rate is a property of the wave and hence the growth rate 
curve can tell us whether the disturbances of the wave amplify or are damped. To obtain the 
growth rate curves,  a growth rate equation is solved from the balance of normal stresses at the 
gas and liquid interface. These normal stresses are calculated from the mass and momentum 
conservation equations of the liquid and the gas. 
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3. 2D Stability Analysis for Laminar Jet 
2D Hydrodynamic stability of a laminar jet is a starting point for building stability analysis 
model capable of describing the processes of incline-liquid jet. In this chapter, the stability 
equation is solved numerically. Later in Chapter 4, an analytically solution is sought. The 
derivation of the stability equation is well documented by Schlichting [22]. 
 
3.1. Numerical Solution of the Inviscid Equation 
In Section 3.1, we solve (numerically) the fundamental stability equation namely the Orr-
Sommerfeld Equation, using central differencing scheme. 
%8 − 9&%∅:: − 
∅& − 8::∅ = 1'
< =∅+> − 2
∅:: + 
A∅B  (3.1) 
The solution to the fundamental stability equation, Φ, is given by 
D = E + F  (3.2) 
where E is the inviscid solution and F is the viscous solution. For the numerical solution, the 
inviscid solution is first calculated separately. Secondly, the viscous solution is constructed 
separately. The two separate solutions can then be coupled form an integrated solution. 
 
The Inviscid Contribution 
Here we assume the velocity profile 8 to be 
8%G& = F H√J 3K    
As can be seen from Figure 3.1, the laminar velocity profile in 0 < G < ∞ has maximum 
vorticity and total shear.  
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Figure 3.1: Laminar Velocity Profile  
Since only the inviscid solution of the stability equation is sought, the inviscid Orr-Sommerfeld 
equation is used to solve the stability problem, namely 
%8 − 9&%∅:: − 
∅& − 8::∅ = 0  (3.3) 
where ∅ = ∅ + '∅+ and 9 = 9 + '9+ 
The Rayleigh equation is divided into the imaginary and real components, as can be seen in (3.4) 
and (3.5), in order to determine whether the eigenfunctions have stable or unstable modes.  
∅:: − N
 + 8:: 8 − 9O P∅ + 8
::9+O ∅+ = 0 (3.4) 
∅+:: − N
 + 8:: 8 − 9O P∅+ + 8
::9+O ∅ = 0 (3.5) 
where O = %8 − 9& + 9+. See Appendix A3.1 for detailed derivation of (3.4) and (3.5). 
 
The goal is to find the unstable modes of the system for a given wave number, 
. Therefore, the 
interval −G∗ < G < 0 is subdivided into equal subinterval for finite difference approximations to 
∅::. The choice of G∗ is such that 8 is constant and 8::is negligible outside the subdivided range. 
For this case, 
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8:: = −J2 GRS3T/A  (3.6) 
And G∗ is taken as G∗ = 4 which is a suitable choice seen from Figure 3.1 since 8 is 
approximately constant for 4 ≤ G < ∞ . 
The boundary conditions on ∅ are; 
∅ = X3 For G ≤ −G∗  
∅: %0& = 0 BC. 1 From the evenness of ∅  
∅+:%0& = 0 BC. 2 From the evenness of ∅+ 
Here  is a complex constant which plays no role in the solution process. Using central 
difference method, the Rayleigh differential equation is transformed to algebraic system of 
equations, 
∅	RY − 2∅	 + ∅	RY + ℎ[%G	&∅	 = 0  (3.7) 
where [%G	& = − H
 + \]]\RK 
By applying the Thomas Algorithm, an efficient Gauss Elimination Method, the approximate 
solution is obtained as follows: 
	∅	RY + 	∅	 + ^	∅	_Y = O	  (3.8) 
where 	 = ^	 = 1, 	 = −2 + ℎ[	, O	 = 0 
Applying the back substitution formula: 
∅	 = `	∅	_Y +  	  (3.9) 
in the region G < −G∗ where  
∅	 = X3a and ∅	_Y = X%3a_b& 
It is found that the above is satisfied by  	 = 0 and `	 = RXb. These values are used as the 
initial values for ` and   when G = 1. From the recurrence relation in Appendix A3.3, 
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 	 = O	 − 	 	RY	 − 	`	RY  (3.10) 
Knowing that O	 = 0 and  Y = 0, this gives  	 = 0 for all . This also implies that the general 
back-substitution equation is reduced to 
∅	 = `	∅	_Y  (3.9a) 
At G = 0 where 8 and 8::are equal to zero, the boundary conditions are supplemented by the 
reduced form of (3.4) as 
∅:: − 
∅ = 0  (3.4a) 
Letting  = 	 represent the point G = 0 and  =  − 1 represent the point G = −ℎ. The 
central difference approximation then simplifies to 
%∅&_Y = %∅&RY  (3.11) 
Thus (3.4a) gives 
%∅&RY = c1 + 12 %
ℎ&d %∅&  (3.12) 
By expanding the back-substitution formula (3.9a) into real and imaginary parts, we get 
%∅&RY = %`&RY%∅& − % +`&RY%∅+&  (3.12a) 
But since %∅+& = 0 then we see ∅+ is an odd function of G, and therefore, 
%`&RY = 1 + 12 %
ℎ& 
which must be satisfied if the value of the parameter 9 is an eigenvalue. The eigenvalue of 9 for a 
given wave number is found iteratively through the process outlined in Appendix A3.3. 
 
3.2. Numerical Solution of the Viscous Equation 
The solution to the Fundamental Stability Equation (Orr-Sommerfeld Equation) 
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%8 − 9&%E:: − 
E& − 8::E = 1'
< =E+> − 2
E:: + 
AEB  (3.1) 
as mentioned in Section 3.1, can divided into inviscid solution and a viscous solution as follows.  
E = E+	> + F 
Where E+	> is the inviscid solution and F is the viscous solution. In this section, only the viscous 
solution is sought. This is done by first making two assumptions. The first assumption is that the 
oscillation amplitude E grows more rapidly than the 8::E term on the LHS of the stability 
equation and therefore its safe to neglect 8::E term. The second assumption is to neglect higher 
order terms with respect to e%
&.  The two assumptions reduce the stability equation to 
%8 − 9&F:: = 1'
< F+>  (3.12) 
which can be rewritten as 
F+> − '
<%8 − 9&F:: = 0  (3.12) 
Replace 8 with 8f:g, 
F+> − '
<%8f:g − 9&F:: = 0  (3.12b) 
(3.12b) above is a 4th Order Non-Constant Coefficient ODE where 
F = F9'%g&, F:: = hTihjT and F+> = hkihjk 
8 = 8f:g 
Letting (l = 
<8f:  (3.12b) becomes  
F+> − '(l mg − 98f:nF:: = 0  (3.12c) 
The 4th order ODE is solved by splitting by first splitting it into two (but coupled) pair of 2nd 
Order ODEs as shown, 
F::%g& = o%g&  (3.13) 
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o::%g& − '(l mg − 98f:no%g& = 0  (3.14) 
Part 1: Solution of Equation (3.14)  
Equation o:: − '(l Hg − \p]K o = 0 is subjected to the following BCs 
o:%0& = F::: = −∅q::: and o%∞& = 0 
Apply CD to (3.14)above, 
o	RY − 	o	 + o	_Y = 0  (3.14c) 
	 = 2 + '(lℎ mg − 98f:n 
So, the numerical version of (3.14) is, 
`	o	RY + [	o	 +r	o	_Y =  	 Appendix A3.2 
where `	 = r	 = 1 and [	 = −	 and  	 = 0 
stRu − vtst + st_u = w  (3.14c) 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Discretization Grid  
BC 1: At x = w, s: = y::: = −∅q::: 
(3.14c)works well for 2 ≤ g ≤ %z − 1&. For g = 1,  
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oRY − o + o_Y = 0  (3.14d) 
The numerical equation has to be modified such that oRY is eliminated. This is done using the 
BC1 
o: = −∅qf::: BC. 1 
Applying CD to BC. 1, at  =  
oRY = o_Y + 2ℎ∅q::: BC. 1 
Substitute BC. 1 into (3.14d) 
v{| s{ − s{_u = }∅q{::: (3.14e) 
BC 2: At x = ∞, s = w 
g = ∞, o = 0 means that o%z& = 0. 
(3.14c)works well for 2 ≤ g ≤ %z − 1&. For g = z,  
o~RY − ~o~ + o~_Y = 0 (3.14f) 
The numerical equation has to be modified such that o~RY and o~_Y are eliminated. This is done 
using the BC2 and at  =  
o~ = 0 BC. 2 
This means that o~RY and o~_Y are non-existent hence (3.14f) becomes  
s = w (3.14g) 
 
Part 2: Solution of Equation (3.13) 
F:: = o (3.13) 
(3.13)is subjected to the following BCs 
F:%0& = −∅q: and  F%∞& = 0 
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Apply CD to (3.13) above, 
F	RY − 2F	 + F	_Y = ℎo	 (3.13b) 
So, the numerical version of (3.13b) is, 
`	o	RY + [	o	 +r	o	_Y =  	 Appendix A3.2 
where `	 = r	 = 1 and [	 = −2 and  	 = ℎo	 
ytRu − |yt + yt_u = }|st (3.13b) 
BC 3: At g = 0, F: = −∅q: 
Like we saw in solving for o that (3.13b) works well for 2 ≤ g ≤ %z − 1&. For g = 1,  
FRY − 2F + F_Y = ℎo (3.13c) 
The numerical equation has to be modified such that FRY is eliminated. This is done using the 
BC3 
F: = −∅qf:  BC. 3 
Applying CD to BC. 3 at   =  
FRY = F_Y + 2ℎ∅q:  BC. 3 
Substitute BC. 1 into (3.13c) 
y{ − y{_u = w. }=|∅q{: − }s{B (3.13e) 
BC 4: At g = ∞, F = 0 
g = ∞, F = 0 means that F%z& = 0. 
(3.13b) works well for 2 ≤ g ≤ %z − 1&. For g = z,  
F~RY − 2F~ + F~_Y = ℎo~ (3.13f) 
The numerical equation has to be modified such that F~RY, F~_Y and o~ are eliminated. This is 
done using the BC4 
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F~ = 0 BC. 4 
This means that o~RY and o~_Y are non-existent hence Eqn. 7bN becomes  
y = w (3.13g) 
Summary 
ODE o:: − o = 0 F:: = o 
g = 1 2 o − o_Y = ℎ∅q::: F − F_Y = 0.5ℎ=2∅q: − ℎoB 
2 ≤ g ≤ %z − 1& o	RY − 	o	 + o	_Y = 0 F	RY − 2F	 + F	_Y = ℎo	 
g = z o~ = 0 F~ = 0 
 = '(l mg − 98f:n 
	 = 2 + '(lℎ mg − 98f:n 
 
Figure 3.2: Discretization Grid  
 
∅q: = 1ℎ =∅q_Y − ∅qB = 1ℎ =∅q − ∅qB 
∅q::: = 1ℎl =∅q_ − 3∅q_Y + 3∅q − ∅qRYB = 1ℎl =∅q − 3∅q + 3∅q − ∅qB 
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3.3. Results and Discussion 
The numerical results from the viscous case are plotted as shown in Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). 
Figure 3.3(a) is composed of oscillation results for different wave numbers ranging from 0.1 to 
0.5. Figure 3.3(b) on the other hand is composed of vorticity results for the same wave numbers 
considered in Figure 3.3(a). 
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Figure 3.3(a): Inviscid Oscillation Graphs Figure 3.3(b): Inviscid Vorticity Graphs 
From Figure 3.3(a), there tend to be higher oscillation-amplitudes at higher wave numbers. This 
means that disturbances with shorter wavelength tend to have higher oscillation amplitude 
because the wave number and wavelength are inversely related. The vorticity also behaves the 
same way as the oscillation amplitude with respect to wave number. 
 
The amplification factors from Figures 3.3 are plotted against the corresponding wave numbers 
and plotted in Figure 3.4. In this graph, it is evident that the wave-disturbance amplification 
reduces as wave number rises. This means that shorter wavelength disturbance  would tend to be 
damped rather than amplified.   
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Figure 3.4: Amplification/Damping Graph 
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4. Analytical Approach to the Stability Equation 
This section deals with the analytical approach to the fundamental stability equation work 
is aimed at analytically solving the Fundamental Stability Equation. 
%8 − 9&%∅:: − 
∅& − 8::∅ = 1'
< =∅+> − 2
∅:: + 
A∅B (3.1) 
for a given  velocity profile. Here, the velocity profile is divided vertically into three 
sections namely; 
1. Outer Layer 
2. Critical Layer 
3. Inner Layer 
Taking the velocity profile 8 to be 
8%G& = 9ℎ G (4.1) 
we obtain a laminar velocity profile as seen from Figure 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Velocity Profile Graph  
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For two-dimensional disturbance, the stream function  is 
 = ∅%G&+X%,R& (4.2) 
With ∅%G& being the amplitude of the disturbance, 
 > 0 is the wave number and 9 is 
complex (9 phase velocity, and 9+ amplification factor). 
%8 − 9&%∅:: − 
∅& − 8::∅ = 1'
< %∅+> − 2
∅:: + 
A∅& (3.1) 
Boundary conditions are; 
∅: = 
∅ = 0 at G = ±∞   BCs. 4 
Considering anti-symmetric disturbances, the BCs become 
∅:%∞& = 
∅%∞& = 0 and ∅:%0& = 
∅%0& = 0    BCs. 5 
 
4.1. Outer Layer 
 The outer solution to the stability equation is attempted by the expansion of the 
amplitude function ∅%G& in the form of 
∅%G& = %
<&R	∅%	&%G: 
, 9&
	f
 (4.3) 
This yields, 
∅%G& = ∅f + 1
< ∅Y + 1%
<& ∅ + 1%
<&l ∅l + 1%
<&A ∅A +	.		.		.	 (4.3) 
The above solution,	∅%G&, has two major components. These parts are the inviscid 
solution and the viscous solution. ∅f is the inviscid solution while ∅Y, ∅, .		.		. are the 
viscous solutions. In the next two sections, the inviscid and viscous solutions are 
discussed. 
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The Inviscid Solution ∅w 
Large Reynolds number (inviscid case) allows the RHS of (3.1) to vanish. The next step 
is to solve the ODE below that results from (3.1) 
%8 − 9&%∅::f − 
∅f& − 8::∅f = 0 (4.4) 
Steps: 
1. Write \]]%\R& in form of 
\]]%\R& = ∑ R3f     
2. Solve for  coefficients 
3. Find the homogenous solution of (4.4)by letting the RHS equal to zero 
4. Use the homogenous solution in Step 3 above and the new form of \]]%\R& to solve 
for the RHS of (4.4) 
5. Do a series expansion on the RHS found in Step 4 
6. Do a series expansion on the LHS of (4.4) 
7. Equate results of Steps 5 and 6 to find the inviscid solution. 
 
1. We rewrite ]]%R& in form of 
]]%R& = ∑ {R|{{w  
8::%8 − 9& = 16
R3 ∑ %−1&% + 1&lR3f 4R3 ∑ %−1&% + 1&R3f  − 9 (4.5) 
For the first five terms i.e.  = 0, 1, 2, 3		4, 
8::%8 − 9& = ff + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3 (4.5) 
 
2. Solving for { coefficients 
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The  coefficients have been solved for and summarized in Table 4.1 which can be 
found in Appendix A4.2. A complete derivation of these coefficients is detailed in the 
same Appendix. 
 
3. Finding the homogenous solution of (4.4) by letting the RHS equal to zero 
Let f = \]]%\R&∅f, (4.6) then becomes 
∅f:: − 
∅f = f (4.4) 
Assuming f = 0, then 
∅f%G& = Y^RX3 + ^X3 (4.7) 
Boundary conditions at G = ∞ requires ^ = 0 because ∅f%∞& should vanish. Therefore,  
∅f%G& = Y^RX3 (4.7) 
 
4. Using the homogenous solution in Step 3 above and the new form of ]]%R& to 
solve for the RHS of (4.4) 
Since we had let f = \]]%\R&∅f, we can rewrite this equation by replacing the terms on 
the RHS using (4.7) and (4.5), and let Y^ = 1 
f = RX3  R3

f
 (4.6) 
 
5. Series expansion on the RHS found in Step 4 
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In order to have an algebraic expression equivalent to the RHS of (4.6), a series 
expansion of the exponential terms is needed. The RHS of (4.6)is written as; 
<rA. = RX3  R3

f
 
<rA. = RX3f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3+	.		.		.  
The series expansion of the exponential terms are summarized in Table 4.2. A complete 
derivation of these expansions can be found in in Appendix A4.3. 
Using the series expansion terms from Table 2, the <rA. is rewritten as, 
<rA. = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	.		.		. 
Table 4.3 provides the Q Coefficients while a complete derivation of these coefficients is 
in Appendix A4.4. Therefore, 
f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	 (4.6) 
  
6. Series expansion on the LHS of (4.4) 
For the LHS of (4.4)i.e.  ∅f:: − 
∅f, we also express it in series expansion form. 
rA.A = ∅f:: − 
∅f 
It is known from (4.7) that, 
∅f =  G 

 f
 (4.7) 
Using (4.6), we derive (in Appendix A4.4) the series expanded form of the terms of 
rA.A. The results of the derivation is summarized in Table 4.4.   
 
7. Equating results of Steps 5 and 6 to find the inviscid solution. 
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Next we equate the coefficients of LHS and (4.6) with matching powers of G in Table 
4.5. Using Table 4.5, the inviscid solution is written as; 
∅w = ¡w + ¡u + ¡|| + ¡¢¢ + ¡££	 (4.7) 
Table 4.6 provides the  Coefficients while a complete derivation of these coefficients is 
in Appendix A4.7. 
The Viscous Solution ∅¤, ¤ ≥ u 
Small/moderate Reynolds number (viscous case) requires that the RHS of (3.1) to not be 
neglected.  
%8 − 9&%∅:: − 
∅& − 8::∅ = 1'
< =∅+> − 2
∅:: + 
A∅B (3.1) 
It is from the above equation, that the viscous stability equation, (4.4b), is derived 
%8 − 9&%∅	:: − 
∅	& − 8::∅	 = 1'
< =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB 
 
(4.4b) 
(4.4b) is then rearranged in a similar form as (4.4) for the inviscid solution with the only 
difference being an extra term on the RHS as shown, 
∅	:: − 
∅	 = 8::%8 − 9& ∅	 − '
<%8 − 9& =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB (4.4b) 
Since (4.4b) is similar to (4.4) with the exception of the viscous term on the RHS, its  
solution is, formulated just like (4.4) with an additional treatment of extra term on the 
RHS. The steps for its solution are: 
8. Use the expression for \]]%\R& from Step 1 together with it’s  coefficients in 
from Step 2.  
9. Write − +X¥%\R& in form of − +X¥%\R& = ∑ R3f  
10. Solve for  coefficients 
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11. Find the homogenous solution of (4.4b)by letting the RHS equal to zero 
12. Use the homogenous solution in Step 8 and 10 above and the new form of \]]%\R& 
and − +X¥%\R& to solve for the RHS of (4.4b) 
13. Do a series expansion on the RHS found in Step 12 
14. Do a series expansion on the LHS of (4.4b) 
15. Equate results of Steps 13 and 14 to find the viscous solution. 
 
8. Using the expression for ]]%R& from Step 1 together with it’s { coefficients 
in from Step 2. 
It was found from Step 1 that for the first five terms i.e.  = 0, 1, 2, 3		4, 
8::%8 − 9& = ff + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3 (4.5) 
 
9. Writing − ¦§¨%R& in form of − ¦§¨%R& = ∑ ©{R|{{w  
The first five terms of the viscous term i.e.  = 0, 1, 2, 3		4, in exponential form is, 
− '
<%8 − 9& = f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3 (4.5) 
A complete derivation is in Appendix A4.2 
 
10. Solving for ©{ coefficients 
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The coefficients of (4.5b) are summarized in Table 4.7 and a complete derivation is in 
Appendix A4.8. 
 
11. Finding the homogenous solution of (4.4b) by letting the RHS equal to zero 
Let 
	 = 8::%8 − 9& ∅	 − '
<%8 − 9& =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB (4.6b) 
(4.4b) then becomes 
∅	:: − 
∅	 = 	 (4.4b) 
Assuming 	 = 0, (4.4b) becomes 
∅	:: − 
∅	 = 0 
∅	%G& = OYRX3 + OX3 
Boundary conditions at G = ∞ requires O = 0 because ∅f%∞& should vanish. Therefore,  
∅	%G& = OYRX3 (4.7b) 
 
12. Using the homogenous solution in Step 10 and 11 above and the new form of 
]]%R& and − ¦§¨%R& to solve for the RHS of (4.4b) 
Since we had let 	 = \]]%\R&∅	 − +X¥%\R& =∅	+> − 2
∅	:: + 
A∅	B, we can rewrite this 
equation by replacing the terms on the RHS using Equations (4.7b), (4.5) and (4.5b) such 
that, 
	 = 8::%8 − 9&∅	 + N− '
<%8 − 9&P =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB (4.6b) 
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The solution to the first term of (4.6b) i.e. \]]%\R&∅	 is constructed from the homogenous 
solution, (4.7b), as follows; 
8::%8 − 9& ∅	 = OYRX3  R3

f
 
Let OY = 1, 
8::%8 − 9&∅	 = RX3  R3

f
= f 
8::%8 − 9&∅	 = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA 
The next task is to solve the second term (the viscous contribution). Unlike the inviscid 
term, the viscous term can’t be solved in closed form i.e. the solution is dependent on 
another solution. Here’s why. The  values for viscous term are greater than or equal to 
one % ≥ 1&. Also, for every  solution of  the viscous has to be represented with  − 1. 
This means for example that for  = 1 the viscous term will be a function of  = 0, and 
for  = 2 the viscous term will be a function of  = 1, and this continues. 
*'9	 = ª R3

f
« =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB 
 R3

f
= ¬f + ¬YG + ¬G + ¬lGl + ¬AGA 
The next step is to solve for ∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RY. As was mentioned before, 
there’s’ no closed form solution for this part. Therefore, we will start with solution of 
∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RY,  
when  = 1. 
∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RY = ∅f+> − 2
∅f:: + 
A∅f 
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∅f+> − 2
∅f:: + 
A∅f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA 
Therefore, 
*'9	 = <f + <YG + <G + <lGl + <AGA 
And since is a summation of the inviscid and the viscous terms, then, 
Y = ­f + ­YG + ­G + ­lGl + ­AGA 
The complete derivation and summary of the  ¬, , < and ­ coefficients can be found in 
Appendix A4.9. 
 
13. Series expansion on the RHS found in Step 12 
Series expansion is not needed because the form of RHS in Step 12 does not necessitate a 
series expansion. Unlike the inviscid case where the RHS of 	 was an exponential 
function, this RHS is an algebraic function. So it is a case by case basis to perform a 
series expansion. 
14. Series expansion on the LHS of (4.4b) 
For the LHS of (4.4b) is similar to (4.4) except or the notation.  i.e.  ∅f:: − 
∅f, we also 
express it in series expansion form. 
r = ∅	:: − 
∅	 
∅	 =   G 

f
 (4.7b) 
The result of the LHS series expansions are summarized in the Table 4.8. 
 
15. Equating results of Steps 14 and 15 to find the viscous solution. 
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Next we equate the coefficients of LHS and (4.60) with matching powers of G in Table 9. 
Using Table 4.9, the viscous solution is written as, 
∅Y = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA (4.7b) 
Table 4.10 provides the  Coefficients while a complete derivation of these coefficients is 
in Appendix A4.12. 
Note: In order to keep the above solution as the general solution for all ≥ 1 , it is 
important to review Step 12. It was noted in Step 12 that “the viscous term can’t be 
solved in closed form (open solution) i.e. the solution is dependent on another solution”. 
This means that  
∅Y = F%∅f&, ∅ = F%∅Y&, ∅l = F%∅&,			.		.		. 
It should also be noted in Step 12 that the particular components that makes the viscous 
term an open solution are the  components i.e. f, Y, , l, and A.    
The Combination of Tables 4.11, 4.12 & 4.13 are used to find the rest of the viscous 
solutions that are summarized in Table 4.14.  
Table 4.14: Outer Layer ∅t Summary 
∅f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	           (4.7) 
∅Y = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA             (4.7b) 
∅ = 9f + 9YG + 9G + 9lGl + 9AGA             (4.7c) 
∅l = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA             (4.7d) 
∅A = 7f + 7YG + 7G + 7lGl + 7AGA             (4.7g ) 
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4.2. Inner Layer 
The inner solution applies to small values of G i.e. G ≤ 1 
Let 
8 − 9 =   G

f
        (4.8) 
Where 
 f = 1 − 9 
  = %−1&2%_Y&®2%_Y& − 1¯ 2 + 1%2 + 2&! _Y For  ≥ 1 
The   values are tabulated in Appendix A4.13 
 
The Inviscid Solution ∅w 
 
%8 − 9&%∅::f − 
∅f& − 8::∅f = 0 (4.4) 
  
Steps: 
1. Solve for (4.9),  \]]%\R&   
2. Find the homogenous solution of (4.4) by letting the RHS equal to zero 
3. Use the homogenous solution in Step 3 above and the new form of \]]%\R& to solve 
for the RHS of (4.4) 
4. Do a series expansion on the RHS found in Step 4 
5. Do a series expansion on the LHS of (4.4) 
6. Equate results of Steps 4 and 5 to find the inviscid solution. 
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1. Solving for ]]%R&  
Equation (4.9) is solved for using (4.8), 
8 − 9 =   G

f
 
(4.8) 
and the result is, 
::% − & = ww + || + ££ + ±± + ²² (4.9) 
where  and   coefficients can be found in Appendix A4.13. 
 
2. Finding the homogenous solution of (4.4) by letting the RHS equal to zero 
Let 
f = 8::%8 − 9& ∅f (4.6) 
then (4.4) becomes 
∅f:: − 
∅f = f (4.4) 
Assuming f = 0, 
∅f:: − 
∅f = 0    
∅f%G& = Y^RX3 + ^X3 
Boundary conditions at G = ∞ requires ^ = 0 because ∅f%∞& should vanish. Therefore,  
∅f%G& = Y^RX3 (4.10) 
 
3. Using the homogenous solution in Step 2 above and the new form of ]]%R& to 
solve for the RHS of (4.4) 
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Since we had let f = \]]%\R&∅f, we can rewrite this equation by replacing the terms on 
the RHS using (4.10) and (4.9) and letting Y^ = 1 
f = %fGf + G + AGA + G + G&%RX3& (4.6) 
 
4. Series expansion on the RHS found in Step 3 
We apply series expansion on the exponential terms of (4.6) for RX3 is; 
F³´%G& = 1 − 
G + 12
G − 16
lGl + 124
AGA +	.		.		. 
Hence 
f = %fGf + G + AGA + G + G& N1 − 
G + 12
G − 16
lGl + 124
AGAP 
f = µf +µYG +µG +µlGl +µAGA +µ¶G¶ +µG +µ·G· +µG 
Therefore, 
¸w = ¹w +¹u +¹|| +¹¢¢ +¹££	.		.		. (4.6) 
and µ coefficients can be found in Appendix A4.13. 
 
5. Series expansion on the LHS of (4.4) 
This was done in Section 4.1, Procedure #6. The series expansion results were 
summarized in Table 4.4. 
 
6. Equate results of Steps 4 and 5 to find the inviscid solution. 
Next we equate the coefficients of LHS and (4.6) with matching powers of G in Table 
4.15. Using Table 4.15, the inviscid solution is written as, 
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∅w = ¡w + ¡u + ¡|| + ¡¢¢ + ¡££	 (4.10) 
Table 4.6 provides the  Coefficients while a complete derivation of these coefficients is 
in Appendix A4.7. 
 
The Viscous Solution ∅¤, ¤ ≥ u 
∅	:: − 
∅	 = 8::%8 − 9&∅	 − '
<%8 − 9& =∅	+> − 2
∅	:: + 
A∅	B (4.4b) 
The solution to the above ODE, formulated just like the inviscid case plus an additional 
treatment of extra term on the RHS. 
The steps are: 
7. Solve for − +X¥%\R&  
8. Find the homogenous solution of (4.4b) by letting the RHS equal to zero 
9. Use the homogenous solution in Step 8 together with the new form of \]]%\R& and 
− +X¥%\R& to solve for the RHS of (4.4b) 
10. Do a series expansion on the RHS found in Step 9 
11. Do a series expansion on the LHS of (4.4b) 
12. Equate results of Steps 10 and 11 to find the viscous solution. 
 
7. Solving for − ¦§¨%R&  
For the first five terms of the viscous term i.e.  = 0, 1, 2, 3		4, 
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− '
<%8 − 9& = N− '
<P %f + YG + GA + lG + AG& 
and the coefficients of  are derived and summarized in Appendix A4.13. 
 
8. Finding the homogenous solution of (4.4b)by letting the RHS equal to zero 
∅	:: − 
∅	 = 8::%8 − 9& ∅	 − '
<%8 − 9& =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB (4.4b) 
Let 
	 = 8::%8 − 9& ∅	 − '
<%8 − 9& =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB (4.6b) 
(4.4b) then becomes 
∅f:: − 
∅f = 	 (4.4b) 
Assuming 	 = 0, 
∅	:: − 
∅	 = 0 
∅	%G& = OYRX3 + OX3 
Boundary conditions at G = ∞ requires O = 0 because ∅f%∞& should vanish. Therefore,  
∅	%G& = OYRX3 (4.10b) 
 
9. Using the homogenous solution in Step 8 together with the new form of ]]%R& 
and − ¦§¨%R& to solve for the RHS of (4.4b) 
Since we had let 	 = \]]%\R&∅	 − +X¥%\R& =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB, we can rewrite 
this equation by replacing the terms on the RHS using Equations (4.10b), (4.9) and 
(4.9b). 
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	 = %fGf + G + AGA + G + G&%OYRX3&
+ ºN− '
<P %f + YG + GA + lG + AG&» =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY::
+ 
A∅	RYB 
The first part 	 of is the inviscid term while the second term is the viscous part. Both 
terms are combined to form, 
Y = ­f + ­YG + ­G + ­lGl + ­AGA 
where the coefficients of ¼ are derived and summarized in Appendix A4.13. 
 
10. Series expansion on the RHS found in Step 9 
Series expansion is not needed because the form of  RHS in Step 9 does not necessitate a 
series expansion. Unlike the inviscid case where the RHS of 	 was an exponential 
function, this RHS is an algebraic function. So it is a case by case basis to perform a 
series expansion. 
11. Series expansion on the LHS of (4.4b) 
For the LHS of (4.4b) is similar to (4.4) except or the notation.  i.e.  ∅f:: − 
∅f, we also 
express it in series expansion form, 
r = ∅	:: − 
∅	 
∅	 =   G 

f
 (4.10b) 
Since (4.10b) is similar to (4.7b), the results of Section 4.1, Procedure #14, is used and is 
summarized in Table 4.8. 
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12. Equate results of Steps 10 and 11 to find the viscous solution. 
Next, we equate the coefficients of LHS and (4.6b) with matching powers of G. But since 
(4.10b) is similar to (4.7b), the results of Section 4.1, Procedure #15, is used and is 
summarized in Table 4.9. Using Table 4.9, the viscous solution is written as; 
∅u = ½w + ½u + ½|| + ½¢¢ + ½££ (4.10b) 
Table 4.10b provides the  Coefficients while a complete derivation of these coefficients 
is in Appendix A4.12. The Combination of Tables 4.11, 4.12, and 4.17 are used to find 
the rest of the viscous solutions that are summarized in Table 4.18. 
 
Table 4.18: Inner Layer ∅t Summary 
∅f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	        (4.10) 
∅Y = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA          (4.10b) 
∅ = 9f + 9YG + 9G + 9lGl + 9AGA          (4.10c) 
∅l = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA          (4.10d) 
∅A = 7f + 7YG + 7G + 7lGl + 7AGA          (4.10g) 
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4.3. Critical Layer 
The critical layer is a thin region that lies between the outer and the inner layer. It’s 
solution is formulated as follows. Starting with the inviscid stability equation; 
%8 − 9&%∅::f − 
∅f& − 8::∅f = 0           (4.4) 
Let 
8 − 9 = 11!8:%g − g& + 12!8::%g − g& + 13! 8:::%g − g&l
+ 14!8+>%g − g&A + 15!8>%g − g&¶ + 
   (4.11) 
Since G = g − g, then 
8 − 9 = 8:G + 128::G + 168:::Gl + 1248+>GA + 11208>G¶ +	.		.		. 
Let 

 = ¾	 and 8:: = 48:: 
Then (4.4) becomes 
%8 − 9&∅::f − 48:: + ¾	%8 − 9&∅f = 0 
Substitute 8 − 9 into the inviscid stability equation and the resulting equation is, 
º8:G + 128::G + 138:::Gl + 148+>GA + 158>G¶+	.		.		. » ∅::f
− ¿48:: + ¾	8:G + ¾	2 8::G + ¾	

6 8:::Gl + ¾	

248+>GA
+ ¾	1208>G¶+	.		.		. À ∅f = 0 
By Fourier method, 
∅	 =  G_

f
 
(4.12) 
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Substitute ∅	 and hT∅ah3T  into the inviscid stability equation as detailed in Appendix 
A4.15and the resulting equation is, 
 ¿% + 9&% + 9 − 1& c8:G_RY + 128::G_ + 168:::G__Y+	.		.		. d

f
− Á48::G_ + ¾	8:G__Y + ¾	2 8::G__
+ ¾	6 8:::G__l+	.		.		. ÂÀ  = 0 
Let  = % + 9&% + 9 − 1& 
Then 
 ¿ c8:G_RY + 128::G_ + 168:::G__Y+	.		.		. d

f
− Á48::G_ + ¾	8:G__Y + ¾	2 8::G__
+ ¾	6 8:::G__l+	.		.		. ÂÀ  = 0 
From the table in Appendix A4.15, 
8:9%9 − 1&f = 0 and f ≠ 0 
8:9%9 + 1&Y + 8:: Á9%9 − 1&2 − 4Â f = 0 
8:%9 + 2&%9 + 1& + 8:: Á9%9 + 1&2 − 4Â Y − 8:¾	f = 0 
From the above equations and in Appendix A4.16it is found that, 
Y = 9Yf 
 = 9f 
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where 9Y = − \Ã]]%RY&R\Ã]%_Y& , 9 = R\Ã
]]%_Y&RÄ_\Ã] aT\Ã]%_&%_Y& ,  
From Appendix A4.16 
∅	 = Gf1 + 9YG + 9G+	. . .  
∅	 = Gf ¿1 − 8::9%9 − 1& − 828:9%9 + 1& G +
−8::9%9 + 1& − 89Y + 28:¾	28:%9 + 2&%9 + 1& G+	. . . À 
The outstanding issue with the above solution is the 9 that appears in the denominator. If 
it happens that = 0 , then the problem will surface. A countermeasure to this problem is 
to bring onboard another constant	¾ inform of 9¾ to replace the f, with an assumption 
that ¾ can never be zero (¾ ≠ 0). Hence, 
∅	 = G¾ ¿1 − 8::9%9 − 1& − 828:%9 + 1& G +
−8::9%9 + 1& − 89Y + 28:¾	28:%9 + 2&%9 + 1& 9G+	. . . À 
For 9 = 1, (Appendix A4.16) 
∅	 = G¾ Æ1 + 28::8: G + Çm
8::8: n
 +	16 ¾	È G+	. . . É (4.12) 
There are two solutions. The first one: 
∅Y = ℂY  ℎ%g − g&

Y
 (4.12b) 
From Appendix A4.16 
∅u = ℂu}u + }|| + }¢¢+	. . .  (4.12a) 
where 
ℎY = 1, ℎ = 2 \Ã]]\Ã] , ℎl = H\Ã
]]
\Ã] K
 +	Y¾	 
The second solution is, 
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∅ = ℂ  7%g − g& + 8::8:

f
∅Y log%g − g& (4.12b) 
From Appendix A4.16 
∅| = ℂ|  Í{{ + :::

{w
∅u ÎÏÍ (4.12b) 
where 
7f = 1, 7Y = 0,  ℎ =  aT + \Ã]]\Ã] − H\Ã
]]
\Ã] K

, ℎl = −  aTY \Ã]]]\Ã] − \Ã
]]\Ã]]]
\Ã]T + \Ã
ÐÑ
Y\Ã] − Y H\Ã
]]
\Ã] K
l
 
The above asymptotic method and the asymptotic method with coordinate 
transformation, both have limitations at the critical layer. The limitation of the above 
method is that it’s only designed of fixed G value and 
< tending to infinity. The same 
applies to transformed-coordinate asymptotic method[1]. 
Even though better methods to counter the critical layer hurdle were later reported such 
as Tollmien (1947) and Wasow (1953) , they were not capable of higher approximations 
according to Lin[23].  
 
4.4. Summary 
Chapter 4 covers the asymptotic approach to solving the stability equation analytically. 
This approach subdivides the jet along the G − '9' into three layers; outer, critical 
and the inner layer. By carrying out taylor-series expansion on the oscillation functions 
and their derivatives, the exponential terms capable of complication the solution process 
are eliminated. The core of this approach is the use of inviscid solution to obtain the 
viscous solution through successive solving of ODE’s. The end result of successive 
solution of ODE’s are lengthy algebraic expressions for the solution to the stability 
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equation. From this experience of solving for disturbances in a parallel jet flow, it is clear 
that the asymptotic method is very rigorous in terms of the algebraic manipulations 
involved and the successive series expansions. This signals that incorporating the inclined 
liquid jet (non-parallel flow) would also be mathematically intensive and would require 
lots of time. It is for this reason that another approach has been sought in chapter 5 to 
efficiently account for liquid incident angle. 
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5. A Higher Order Analytic Method for Inclined Liquid Film Breakup 
5.1. The Fundamentals of Instability Analysis with Dynamic BCs 
Based on Li and Tankin’s work [24], the instability analysis of a liquid sheet is 
reexamined with the goal of providing an analytical approach to explain the behavior of 
inclined liquid film on an airblast nozzle. In this chapter, 5.1, instability analysis model 
by Li and Tankin is reexamined in detail so as to expose sections in the model that 
require transformation in modeling of the inclined liquid film later in Chapter 5.2. 
 
Figure 5.1: Antisymmetrical Liquid Film Disturbance Source: [24] 
 
Table 5.1: Liquid-Motion Equations 
liquid surface-displacement equation                             Ò = Òf%Ó_+ ,&                     (5.1) 
mass conservation equation                                              ÔÕÔ, + Ô>Ô3 = 0                          (5.2) 
x momentum conservation equation                     ÔÕÔ + 8f ÔÕÔ, = − YÖ Ô×Ô, + Ø2∇          (5.3) 
y momentum conservation equation                      Ô>Ô + 8f Ô>Ô, = − YÖ Ô×Ô3 + Ø2∇*          (5.4) 
Boundary Condition 1: Normal velocity at interface   * = ÔÚÔ + f ÔÚÔ,  at G = ±       (5.5) 
Boundary Condition 2: Vanishing shear stress     Û,3 = HÔÕÔ3 + Ô>Ô,K = 0  at G = ±    (5.6) 
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Table 5.2: Gas-Motion Equations 
mass conservation equation                                                 ÔÕÜÔ, + Ô>ÜÔ3 = 0                (5.2a) 
x momentum conservation equation                                   ÔÕÜÔ = − YÖÜ Ô×ÜÔ,                 (5.3a) 
y momentum conservation equation                                   Ô>ÜÔ = − YÖÜ Ô×ÜÔ3                 (5.4a) 
Boundary Condition 1a: Normal velocity at interface       *- = ÔÚÔ  at G = ±          (5.5a) 
Boundary Condition 2a: Vanishing shear stress                *- = 0  at G = ±∞          (5.6a) 
 
Gas-Liquid Motion Equilibrium 
At the interface of the gas and liquid, the normal stresses are continuous. The continuity 
can be expressed mathematically by (5.7) and figuratively by Figure 5.2. 
Û2,33 − Û-,33 = ÝÞ (5.7) 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Normal Stress Continuity at Liquid-Gas Interface 
 
Liquid Phase Motion  
Let 
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 = Y +  (5.8) 
* = *Y + * (5.9) 
Y and *Y represent the inviscid and irrotational components while  and * represent 
the viscous parts of the velocities. For the inviscid components, there exists a potential 
function E such that 
Y = ßEß"  (5.10) 
*Y = ßEßG  (5.11) 
àE = 0 (5.12) 
Equations (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) are used to evaluate the expression for pressure from 
(5.3) such that  
Ý = −á2 NßEß + 8f ßEß"P (5.13) 
A complete derivation of the above pressure expression is detailed in Appendix A5.1. 
As for the viscous part, we construct a relationship between  and * as detailed in 
Appendix A5.2 such that, 
ßß" + ß*ßG = 0 (5.14) 
The viscous momentum equations are expressed as (after a detailed substitution process 
in Appendix A5.3), 
ßß + 8f ßß" = Ø2à (5.3b) 
ß*ß + 8f ß*ß" = Ø2à* (5.4b) 
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Like the inviscid components, the viscous velocity components have a function â =
F%", G, & such that 
 = ßâßG  (5.15) 
* = −ßâß"  (5.16) 
The next step is to rewrite the momentum equations with the velocities as a function of 
â. This is done in detail in Appendix A5.4 and the result is a single momentum 
expression, 
ßâß + 8f ßâß" = Ø2àâ (5.17) 
The goal so far is to solve the two differential equations 12 and 17 with the assumption 
that, 
∅ = D%G&%Ó_+ ,& (5.18) 
 = Ψ%G&%Ó_+ ,& (5.19) 
Substituting (5.18) and (5.19) into (5.11) and (5.16) respectively, and solving the 
resulting ODEs yields (as per Appendix A5.5), 
∅ = Y^% 3 − R 3&%Ó_+ ,& (5.20) 
 = ^l%³3 + R³3&%Ó_+ ,& (5.21) 
The integrations constants Y^ and ^l are also solved in Appendix A5.5 and found to be, 
Y^ = % + ¾&Ø2Òf2¾9ℎ%¾&  (5.20a) 
^l = − '¾Ø2Òf9ℎ%& (5.21a) 
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Gas Phase Motion  
Let 
E- = D-%G&%Ó_+ ,& (5.22) 
- = ßE-ß"  (5.23) 
*- = ßE-ßG  (5.24) 
then 
ß-ß" + ß*-ßG = 0 
∅- = % 3 + R 3&%Ó_+ ,& 
- = ßE-ß" = ß®%
 3 + R 3&%Ó_+ ,&¯ß" = '¾% 3 + R 3&%Ó_+ ,& 
*- = ßE-ßG = ß®%
 3 + R 3&%Ó_+ ,&¯ßG = ¾% 3 − R 3&%Ó_+ ,& 
Since normal velocity has to vanish further away from the liquid film *-%∞&, then it is ok 
to postulate that  = 0. Hence 
∅- = −äÒf¾  %R3&%Ó_+ ,& (5.24) 
With the expressions for ∅,  and ∅- fully defined by (5.20), (5.21) and (5.24), the field 
is now open for determining the disturbance growth rate expression by balancing the 
stresses of (5.7) as shown by the flow chart by Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: Stress Balance Chart 
 
Step 1: Evaluating åÍ, 
Û-,33 = −Ý- (5.25) 
From (5.3a) and (5.4a) 
−Ý- = á- ßE-ß + F%G, & (5.25a) 
−Ý- = á- ßE-ß + F%", & (5.25b) 
It can be conclude from (5.25a) and (5.25b) that F%G, & = F%", & = 0 and hence 
åÍ, = −æÍç|èwé é%¡R&%çê_¦éë& (5.25) 
 
Step 2: Evaluating åÎ, 
Stress Balance
Û2,33 − Û-,33 = ÝÞ
Step 4
Normal Stress in the Gas 
Û-,33
Û-,33 = á- ß∅-ß
Step 1
Û-,33 = F ∅-
∅-
Normal Stress in the 
Liquid
Û2,33
Û2,33 = −Ý + 2ì2 ß*ßG
Step 2
Û2,33 = F Ý, *Ý = F ∅
* = F ∅,∅, 
Surface Tension Pressure
ÝÞ
ÝÞ = í ßÒß"
Step 3
ÝÞ = F 	Ò
Ò
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Û2,33 = −Ý + 2ì2 ß*ßG (5.26) 
From (5.13) and Appendix A5.5 
ß*ßG = ¾ Y^% 3 − R 3& − '¾^l%³3 − R³3&%Ó_+ ,& 
Substitute into (5.26) 
åÎ, = îïuæÎ%ç + w¦é& + |ðÎé|®é − Ré¯
− ï¢|ðÎ¦éñ%ñ − Rñ&ò%çê_¦éë& (5.26) 
 
Step 3: Evaluating óô 
Ò = Òf%Ó_+ ,& (5.1) 
Surface tension to the first order of displacement, Ò, is taken as, 
ÝÞ = í ßÒß" (5.27) 
hence 
óô = −ôé|èw%çê_¦éë& (5.27) 
 
Step 4: Stress Balance  
Substitute (5.25), (5.265) and (5.27) into (5.7) and for G = , 
õÎ%ñ| + é|&æÎ%ç + w¦é& + |ðÎé|ö÷¤ø%é¡& − é¢ðÎõÎñö÷¤ø%ñ¡& + æÍç|
+ ôé¢ = w (5.28) 
 
Step 5: Evaluating the Growth Rate çù 
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The dimensional growth rate for antisymmetrical liquid film is given by (5.27). It’s non-
dimensional equivalent according to [24] is, 
{¢ + æúçú| + %çúu + £{|û&çúuê¡t}%{&
+ £{¢û| Á{ê¡t}%{& − N{| +çúuû P
u/| ê¡t} N{| +çúuû P
u/|Â
= w 
(5.28) 
where, 
äú = äú + '%µ2&Y/äú+ 
äúY = äú + 'µ2Y/ 
 
äú = ä%í/á2l&Y/ 
äú+ = ä+%8f/&Y/ 
µ2 = á28fí  
­ = ì2%á2í&Y/ 
áü = á-á2  
Li and Tankin then plotted the growth rate equation, (5.28), for various values of 
Ohnesorge number and found the growth rate curves shown in Figure 5.4 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Growth rate curves for varied Ohnesorge numbers  
Source:[24] 
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5.2. The Transformation 
The analytical investigation into the liquid angling effect was first reported by [16] as a 
first order analytical method to model the effect of fuel incidence angle on an air-blast 
nozzle. This thesis proposes a higher order approach based on the work of Li and Tankin 
[24].  
 
 
Figure 5.5(a): Nozzle  
Cross-section  
Figure 5.5(b): The Conical Liquid 
      Surface 
In this higher order approach, a coordinate transformation is done such that coordinate 
system aligns with the liquid film axis as shown by Figure 5.5 (b) This transformation is 
validated by the symmetry of the nozzle. Gravitational effects are also ignored.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.6(a): Gas Liquid Interface § =
w  
Figure 5.6(b): Gas Liquid Interface § ≠
w 
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The section on ‘fundamental of stability with dynamic boundary conditions’ deals with 
the case of 
 = 0 Figure 5.6 (a). In this chapter, 5.2, we formulate a higher order 
approach capable of characterizing the growth rate behavior for the case where 
 ≠ 0 
shown in Figure 5.6 (b). 
 
By transforming/aligning the axis to the liquid stream, the contribution of liquid stresses 
are saved from reexamination. But for the gaseous stress contribution, the tresses have to 
be resolved into components so that only those that contribute to the film breakup are 
included. (5.7), (5.25), (5.26) and (5.27) are the four equations that were used for normal 
stress balancing in the previous section. 
 
In this section, only (5.25) will be modified because it’s the sole carrier of the gaseous 
contribution. In the derivation of (5.25) (See Section ‘Step 1: Evaluating åÍ,’ ) it was 
found that  
−Ý- = −á- äÒf¾  %R3&%Ó_+ ,& (5.25) 
Now from the inclination angle 
 ≠ 0, −Ý- has a normal component and an axial 
component. The normal component which is of interest to this study, is Û-,33 which can 
be calculated as, Û-,33 = −Ý- cos 
 from Figure 5.6(b). 
åÍ, = −æÍç|èwé é%¡R&%çê_¦éë& Ïñ§ (5.25b) 
The stress balance equations (5.7), (5.25b) and (5.28b) are updated as follows, 
Û2,33 − Û-,33 = ÝÞ 
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Û-,33 = −á- äÒf¾  %R3&%Ó_+ ,& cos 
 
õÎ%ñ| + é|&æÎ%ç + w¦é& + |ðÎé|ö÷¤ø%é¡& − é¢ðÎõÎñö÷¤ø%ñ¡& + æÍç| ýþ§
+ ôé¢ = w 
 
The non-dimensional form is also updated to, 
{¢ + æúçú| Ïñ§ + %çúu + £{|û&çúuê¡t}%{&
+ £{¢û| Á{ê¡t}%{& − N{| +çúuû P
u/| ê¡t} N{| +çúuû P
u/|Â
= w 
(5.28b) 
For simplicity, the asymptotic solution of the above growth rate equation is sought i.e. 
when ­ = 0, the inviscid case. It should be noted that Li and Tankin also gave an inviscid 
solution to the 
 = 0 problem as, 
äú = áü + ℎ%& îµ-ℎ%& − áü + ℎ%&òY/ (5.29) 
Hagerty and Shea[26] evaluated the inviscid case for 
 = 0 earlier in 1955. Their 
asymptotic growth rate equations were in dimensional form.  In this work, no-
dimensional form is preferred hence Li and Tankin’s asymptotic growth rate equation is 
subjected the condition of 
 ≠ 0 by addition of the cos 
 term to the gaseous 
contribution. The final inviscid growth rate equation for any value of 
 then becomes, 
çúù = {æú Ïñ§ + ê¡t}%{& î¹Íê¡t}%{& −{æú Ïñ§ + ê¡t}%{&òu/| (5.29b) 
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5.3. Results and Discussion 
The inclusive growth rate equation, (5.29b), is then plotted for first 
 = 0 shown in 
Figure 5.7 (a) and then for various values of 
 shown in Figure 5.7 (b). 
 
Figure 5.7(a): Growth Rate Curve 
for α=0 
Figure 5.7(b): Growth Rate Curve for 
Varied α’s 
 
wr0 is 
 = 0 
wr1 is 
 = 10° 
wr2 is 
 = 20° 
wr3 is 
 = 30° 
wr4 is 
 = 40° 
wr5 is 
 = 50° 
wr6 is 
 = 60° 
 
Higher incidence angles results to higher and wider growth rate curves for the inviscid 
case shown by Figure 5.7(b). Higher growth rates means that the disturbances in the 
liquid sheet will grow (amplify) more. This in turn leads to faster liquid sheet 
disintegration and consequently rapid atomization. Even though, this study has not 
quantitatively investigated droplet sizes that results from liquid inclination, the higher 
growth rate curves are used to substantiate that fuel incidence angle is inversely 
proportional to droplet diameters. This approach can therefore be used to make a 
correlation between fuel incidence angle and droplet diameters.
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1. Conclusions 
This study has pointed out fuel spray system as the prime candidate in winning the 
competition for minimizing the fuel consumption of civil transport airplanes, specifically 
those powered by gas turbine engines. This has been explained by the fact the fuel is a 
major cost item for civil transport airplanes. Minimizing fuel consumption of these crafts 
is therefore a stream of economic opportunity and a stage for innovation, competition and 
exploration. Consequently, this study has focused on research and modeling the fuel 
breakup behavior of an unconventional nozzle configuration. This has been done with the 
aim of constructing analytical model capable of predicting the onset of fuel atomization 
for varied spray angles. It has also been done as a necessary step towards designing and 
development of new and unconventional fuel spray systems to win the global competition 
of safely propelling civil transport airplanes with least fuel possible.  
 
In chapter two, a comprehensive process of determining droplet size distribution from 
literature review has been highlighted. The dominant wave number from the stability 
analysis is used in terms of breakup length as a source term for momentum and energy 
equations. The conservation equation together with normalization equation is used to 
obtain PDF for droplet sizes. It has also been found from the literature review, that none 
of the existing liquid breakup models account for the angling of the liquid fuel film 
relative to the impinging gas. The only exception was a study that qualitatively predicted 
increased liquid film distortion from higher liquid incidence angles through momentum 
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fluxes. Higher order methods were therefore needed for quantitative prediction and hence 
became necessary. 
 
In chapter three, 2D stability analysis for laminar jet has been done numerically as a 
foundation for stability studies. An analytical investigation into the stability equation has 
also been done using an asymptotic approach in chapter four. This approach subdivides 
the jet into three layers; outer, critical and the inner layer. The core of the asymptotic 
approach is the use of inviscid solution to obtain the viscous solution through successive 
solving of ODE’s. The end result of successive solution of ODE’s are lengthy algebraic 
expressions for the solution to the stability equation. 
 
A higher order analytical model is proposed in chapter five to predict the onset of 
instability of liquid sheet at inclined angles relative to the impinging air. In this approach, 
the instability process is explained by the formation of a conical surface that becomes 
unstable and breaks. Mathematically, coordinate transformation is done such that 
coordinate system aligns with the liquid film axis and then the balance of normal stresses 
at liquid-gas interface is carried out. With these model, it is observed that higher 
incidence angles results to higher and wider growth rate curves for the inviscid case. This 
means that the disturbances in the liquid sheet amplify more and leads to faster liquid 
sheet disintegration and consequently rapid atomization. This approach can therefore be 
used to make a correlation between fuel incidence angle and droplet diameters.   
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6.2. Recommendations 
This study has dwelt on 
the primary atomization 
which is the ground work 
for secondary atomization. 
The next phase of this 
research is therefore to use 
the growth rate curves 
from this study to find the 
droplet size distribution. 
So far, there are two 
possible routes. One is to 
use Mitra’s approach[8] 
where the wave number corresponding to the dominant growth rate (i.e. the peak of a 
growth rate curve) is used in terms of breakup length as a source term for momentum and 
energy equations. The conservation equation together with normalization equation is used 
to obtain PDF for droplet sizes. 
The second option would be to couple Fokker-Planck particle breakup equation with the 
gas flow equations to model the temporal spray evolution. This was done by Apte et Al 
[27] in which they developed a time dependent model for evaluating droplet size and 
velocity in secondary atomization as shown  by Figure 6.1. The main task in this 
approach would be to find a way of integrating the results of this study to account for the 
liquid incidence angle. 
 
Figure 6.1: Temporal Evolution and Spray Formation 
Source:  http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu/~sva/sprays.html 
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Appendix A 
A3.1: Separation of  Rayleigh equation into real and imaginary components 
%8 − 9&%∅:: − 
∅& − 8::∅ = 0 
%∅:: − 
∅& − 8::%8 − 9&∅ = 0 
∅:: − m
 + 8::8 − 9n∅ = 0 
 
∅:: − N
 + 8:: 8 − 9O P∅ + 8
::9+O ∅+ = 0       (3.4) 
∅+:: − N
 + 8:: 8 − 9O P∅+ + 8
::9+O ∅ = 0       (3.5) 
 
 
A3.2: Numerical Scheme for 2nd Order ODE 
For a linear 2nd Order ODE of a function; 
 G:: + G: + G = O 
 
Where G = F	%"&										G: = h3h, 										G:: = hT3h,T  
 , 		O = F%"& 
 
The Central Difference Method 
G: = G+_Y − G+RY2ℎ 																											G:: = G+_Y − 2G+ + G+RYℎ  
Compiling the terms, 1ℎ G+_Y − 2G+ + G+RY + +2ℎ G+_Y − G+RY + +G+ = O+ 
 
¦¦Ru + ¦¦ + ¦¦_u = ¦ 
 
Where +` =  YbT + Ðb	 										[+ = + − bT	 										r+ =  YbT − Ðb	  
 
 [Y Y` 0 0 0 0r [ ` 0 0 00 rl [l `l 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 [~RY `~RY0 0 0 0 r~ [~
			 
GYGGl
G~RYG~
   =   
Yl
~RY~
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A3.3: Iterative Process for finding eigen value of  
 
1. Make first guess of 9. The 
 value can be a good first guess. 
2. Starting with Y` = RXb , apply the difference formula 
`	 = 1	 + `	RY 
until a value is found for %`&RY. Define an error quantity `< = 2%`&RY + %&. 
Store the value of `< as an old error quantity called `<
 and also name the 
corresponding value of 9 as 9
. 
3. Make a slight change in the value of 9 and repeat Step 2 
4. Using the two values of 9 and the two error values, make a linear extrapolation towards 
the value of 9 that should cause the error to vanish. This value of 9 is 9~ and is 
calculated as; 9~ = 9 + 9
¥¥ 
9
¥¥ = −`< %9 − 9
&%`< − `<
&  ≡ !"'	F9 ≈ 0.75 
 helps to avoid successive estimates of 9 but doesn’t affect the final answer. 
5. Using the newly estimated value of 9, repeat Steps 2 and 4. Continue until the error 
becomes satisfactorily small. 
6. Assuming ∅ an arbitrary real value at G = 0, say ∅ = 1 + 0+, apply the back 
substitution formula to calculate ∅	 for the remaining value of . At this point, the 
constant  could be evaluated. Values of ∅ for G > 0 are obtained from computed values 
by use of even and odd properties. 
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A4.1: Outer Layer Analytical Approach to the Stability Equation 
A4.2: Appendix A:	{ Coefficients 
 8::%8 − 9& = 16
R3 ∑ %−1&% + 1&lR3f 4R3 ∑ %−1&% + 1&R3f  − 9 
 8::%8 − 9& = 4∑ %−1&
% + 1&lR3f 
∑ %−1&% + 1&R3f  + −14 93
 
 
For the for first five terms i.e.  = 0, 1, 2,3		4, 8::%8 − 9& = 4∑ %−1&
% + 1&lR3f 
∑ %−1&% + 1&R3f  + −14 93
 
 8::%8 − 9& = 41 − 8
R3 + 27RA3 − 64R3 + 125R3
1 − 2R3 + 3RA3 − 4R3 + 5R3 − 14 93
 
Rewriting the denominator, 
 
' = −14 93 º1 − 49 R3 + 89 RA3 − 129 R3 + 169 R3 − 209 RYf3» 
 
Let 
í = −49 R3 + 89 RA3 − 129 R3 + 169 R3 − 209 RYf3 
Therefore 
' = −14 931 + í 
 
And  8::%8 − 9& = 41 − 8
R3 + 27RA3 − 64R3 + 125R3
1 − 2R3 + 3RA3 − 4R3 + 5R3 − 14 93
 
Becomes 8::%8 − 9& = 41 − 8
R3 + 27RA3 − 64R3 + 125R3
− 14 931 + í
 
 8::%8 − 9& = −169 R3 − 8RA3 + 27R3 − 64R3 + 125RYf31 + íRY 
 
By binomial expansion of 1 + íRY, 
1 + íRY = 1 − í + í − íl + íA 
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Therefore 
 8::%8 − 9& = −169 R3 − 8RA3 + 27R3 − 64R3 + 125RYf31 − í + í − íl+ íA 
 
Where 
í = −49 R3 + 89 RA3 − 129 R3 + 169 R3 − 209 RYf3 
Or 	
í = −49 %R3 − 2RA3 + 3R3 − 4R3 + 5RYf3& 
Simplifying \
]]
%\R& in the form of  
\]]
%\R& = ff + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3              (4.5) 
and neglecting the higher order terms (because the chosen range was  =0, 1, 2, 3		4), 
For the for first five terms i.e.  = 0, 1, 2,3		4, we obtain the  coefficients as; 
 
 
Table 4.1: Outer {  coefficients 
Y = −169  
 = 49 %1 − 29&Y 
l = 19 %16 − 409 + 279&Y 
A = 49l %16 − 489 + 469 − 169l&Y 
 
In order to have an algebraic expression equivalent to the RHS of (4.6), a series 
expansion of the exponential terms is needed. The RHS of (4.6)is written as; 
<rA. = RX3  R3

f
 
<rA. = RX3f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3+	.		.		.  
A4.3: Series Expansion 
Series Expansion for F%G&; 
For a function F%G&, that has a series expansion, its series expansion, F³´%G&, at  = 0, is 
F³´%G& = F%	&%0&! G	

	f
= F%0& + F:%0&1! G + F
::%0&2! G +	.		.		. 
Hence for F%G& = RX3, its equivalent series expanded form is; 
F³´%G& = 1 − 
G + 12
G − 16
lGl + 124
AGA +	.		.		. 
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The same expansion is done on R3, RA3, R3	&	R3 to yield the results shown below 
on Table 4.2; 
Table 4.2: Outer Layer Series Expansion of Exponential Terms 
RX3 	= 1 − 
G + 12
G − 16
lGl + 124
AGA +	.		.		. 
RA3 = 1 − 4G + 8G − 643 Gl + 323 GA +	.		.		. 
R3 = 1 − 2G + 2G − 43 Gl + 23GA +	.		.		. 
R3 = 1 − 6G + 18G − 36Gl + 54GA +	.		.		. 
R3 = 1 − 8G + 32G − 2563 Gl + 5123 GA +	.		.		. 
 
Using the series expansion terms from Table 2, the <rY Eqn. undergoes the following 
transformation; <rA. = RX3f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3+	.		.		.  <rA. = 1 − 
G+	.		.		. f + Y%1 − 2G+	.		.		. & + %1 − 4G+.		.		. &+	.		.		.  <rA. = 1 − 
G+	.		.		. f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	.		.		.  <rA. = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	.		.		. 
Table 4.3 provides the Q Coefficients. 
 f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	           (4.6) 
 
 
A4.4:  Finding the   Coefficients 
f = f + Y +  + l + A Y = 		−%2Y + 4 + 6l + 8A&  = 						2Y + 8 + 18l + 32A 
l = −N43Y + 643  + 36l + 2563 AP 
A = 						 23 Y + 323  + 54l + 5123 A 
 f = f = f + Y +  + l + A 
 
 Y = Y − 
f Y =            −(2Y + 4 + 6l + 8A) −
f = −
(f + Y + 			 + 		l + 			A) Y = −
f − (2 + 
)Y − (4 + 
) − (6 + 
)l − (8 + 
)A 
 
 =  − 
Y + 
2 f  =         					(2Y + 8 + 18l + 32A) −
Y =         
(2Y + 4 + 			6l + 			8A) 
2 f = 


2 (f + Y +		 + 						l +				A) 
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 = 

2 f + m2 + 2
 + 


2 nY + m8 + 4
 + 


2 n 
+m18 + 6
 + 
2 nl + m32 + 8
 + 


2 nA 
 
 
l = l − 
 + 
2 Y − 

l
6 f l = 												− N43Y + 643  + 36l + 2563 AP −
= 									−
(2Y + 				8 + 18l + 				32A) 
2 Y= 
							− 
2 (2Y + 				4 + 		6l + 							8A) 
−
l6 f= 
−
l6 (f + Y + 							 +					l +									A) 
l = 
−
l6 f − m43 + 2
 + 
 + 

l
6 nY − m643 + 8
 + 2
 + 

l
6 n 
−m36 + 18
 + 3
 + 
l6 nl − m2563 + 32
 + 4
 + 

l
6 nA 
 
A =       A − 
l + XT  − X Y + XkA f 
A = 												N23Y + 323  + 54l + 5123 AP 
−
l = 								
 N43Y + 643  + 36l + 2563 AP 
2  = 								


2 (2Y + 			8 + 18l + 			32A) 
−
l6 Y = 								

l
6 (2Y + 			4 + 			6l + 				8A) 
A24f = 

A
24 (f + Y +					 +						l +						A) 
A = 

A24f + m23 + 43
 + 
 + 

l
3 + 

A
24nY + m323 + 643 
 + 4
 + 23
l + 

A
24n 
+m54 + 36
 + 9
 + 
l + 
A24nl + m5123 + 2563 
 + 16
 + 43
l + 

A
24nA 
 
Table 4.3: Outer Layer Series   Coefficients f = f + Y +  + l + A Y = −
f − (2 + 
)Y − (4 + 
) − (6 + 
)l − (8 + 
)A 
 = 
2 f + m2 + 2
 + 


2 nY + m8 + 4
 + 


2 n + m18 + 6
 + 


2 nl + m32 + 8
 + 


2 nA 
l = −
l6 f − m43 + 2
 + 
 + 

l
6 nY − m643 + 8
 + 2
 + 

l
6 n − m36 + 18
 + 3
 + 

l
6 nl
− m2563 + 32
 + 4
 + 

l
6 nA 
A = 
A24f + m23 + 43
 + 
 + 

l
3 + 

A
24nY + m323 + 643 
 + 4
 + 23
l + 

A
24n + m54 + 36
 + 9
 + 
l + 

A
24nl
+ m5123 + 2563 
 + 16
 + 43
l + 

A
24nA 
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A4.5: Finding the Series Expanded From of (£. £) 
For the LHS of (4.4) i.e.  ∅f:: − 
∅f, we also express it in series expansion form. r(A.A) = ∅f:: − 
∅f 
We know from (4.7) that, 
∅f =  G 

 f
 
          (4.7) 
Using (4.7) above, we derive the series expanded form of the terms of (4.4) as follows; 
∅f =  G 

 f
 
 
∅f: = ¾ G RY

 f
 
 
∅f:: = ¾(¾ − 1) G R

 f
= (¾ + 2)(¾ + 1) _G 

 f
 
 
The result of the LHS series expansions are summarized in the Table 4.4 below. 
Table 4.4: Series Expanded Form, Inviscid ¾ ∅w:: ∅w w 0 f u 0 YG | 2 G ¢ 6lG lGl £ 12AG GA 
A4.6: Comparing the Coefficients (Inviscid) of Step 5 &6 
Table 4.5: Outer Layer Series Coefficient Comparison 
Power of G ∅w:: − §|∅w ¸w 
0 (2 − 
f) f 
1 (6l − 
Y) Y 
2 (12A − 
)  
3 −
l l 
4 −
A A 
 
A4.7: Finding the ¡  Coefficients 
−
l = l 
l = − 1
 l 
 −
A = A 
A = − 1
 A 
 12A − 
 =  
 = − 1
 c12
A + d 
 6l − 
Y = Y 
Y = − 1
 c 6
 l + Yd 
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 2 − 
f = Y 
f = − 1
 º 2
 c12
 A + d + Y» 
 
Table 4.6: Outer Layer Series ¡  Coefficients 
f = − 1
 º 2
 c12
 A + d + Y» 
Y = − 1
 c 6
l + Yd 
 = − 1
 c12
A + d 
l = − 1
 l 
A = − 1
 A 
A4.8: Viscous Part, ©{ Coefficients  
− +X¥(\R& = ∑ R3f                  (4.5b) 
− '
<%8 − 9& = N− '
<P 14R3∑ %−1&% + 1&R3f  − 9 
 
= N− '
<P 
3
1 − 2R3 + 3RA3 − 4R3 + 5R3 − 94 3 
 
It is known from Appendix A4.2 that 
' = º1 − 2R3 + 3RA3 − 4R3 + 5R3 − 14 93» 
can be rewritten as 
' = −14 931 + í 
where 
í = −49 R3 + 89 RA3 − 129 R3 + 169 R3 − 209 RYf3 
Therefore 3
1 − 2R3 + 3RA3 − 4R3 + 5R3 − 94 3 =
3
−14 931 + í
= − 49(1 + í) 
And 
− '
<(8 − 9) = N− '
<P N− 49(1 + í)P = 4'9
<(1 + í) 
 
− '
<(8 − 9) = 4'9
< (1 + í)RY 
It is also known from Appendix A4.2 that by binomial expansion, (1 + í)RY = 1 − í + í − íl + íA 
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So 
− '
<(8 − 9) = 4'9
< (1 − í + í − íl + íA) 
 
(1 − í + í − íl + íA) = 1 + 49 R3 + N169 − 89P RA3 + N129 − 649 + 649lPR3 + N1609 − 169 − 3849l + 2569A P R3 
 
− '
<(8 − 9) = 4'9
< º1 + 49 R3 + N169 − 89P RA3 + N129 − 649 + 649lP R3 + N1609 − 169 − 3849l + 2569A P R3» 
− '
<(8 − 9) =  R3

f
 
 R3

f
= f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3 +	.		.		. 
− +X¥(\R& = f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3                 (4.5b) 
− '
<%8 − 9& =  R3

f
= f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3 
 
Table 4.7: Outer Layer ©{  Coefficients f = 4'9
<    
Y = N 4'9
<P N49P 
 = N 4'9
<P N129 − 6492 + 6493P 
l = N 4'9
<P N1692 − 89P 
A = N 4'9
<P N16092 − 169 − 38493 + 25694 P 
 
 
A4.9: Finding the , , ¨ and û Coefficients 
From (4.5b) , 
N− '
<(8 − 9)P = ª R3

f
« = f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3 
 
Since (in the inviscid case), 
 R3

f
= f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3 
 R3

f
= f + YG + G +lGl + AGA 
Then,  
 R3

f
= ¬f + ¬YG + ¬G + ¬lGl + ¬AGA 
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Because, of  R3, RA3, R3	&	R3 from Table 4.2 is done on  
 R3

f
= f + YR3 + RA3 + lR3 + AR3 
Table 4.2: Outer Layer Series Expansion of Exponential Terms 
RX3 	= 1 − 
G + 12
G − 16
lGl + 124
AGA +	.		.		. 
RA3 = 1 − 4G + 8G − 643 Gl + 323 GA +	.		.		. 
R3 = 1 − 2G + 2G − 43Gl + 23GA +	.		.		. 
R3 = 1 − 6G + 18G − 36Gl + 54GA +	.		.		. 
R3 = 1 − 8G + 32G − 2563 Gl + 5123 GA +	.		.		. 
 R3

f
= f + Y(1 − 2G+	.		.		. ) + (1 − 4G+.		.		. )+	.		.		.  
 R3

f
= ¬f + ¬YG + ¬G + ¬lGl + ¬AGA 
Where the coefficients of are summarized below; ¬f = f + Y +  + l + A 
 ¬Y = 		−(2Y + 4 + 6l + 8A) 
 ¬ = 						2Y + 8 + 18l + 32A 
 
¬l = −N43Y + 643  + 36l + 2563 AP 
 
¬A = 						 23 Y + 323  + 54l + 5123 A 
 
 
The next step is to solve for ∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RY. As was mentioned before, 
there’s’ no closed form solution for this part. Therefore, we will start with solution of ∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RY,  
when  = 1. ∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RY = ∅f+> − 2
∅f:: + 
A∅f 
From (4.7), ∅f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	 ∅f: 	= Y + 2G + 3lG + 4AGl ∅f:: 	= 2 + 6lG + 12AG ∅f::: = 6l + 24AG ∅f+> = 24A 	∅f+> − 2
∅f:: + 
A∅f = 24A − 2
(2 + 6lG + 12AG) + 
A(f + YG +G + lGl + AGA)  ∅f+> − 2
∅f:: + 
A∅f = (
Af − 4
 + 24A) + (
AY − 12
l)G + (
A − 24
A)G + 
AlGl + 
AAGA ∅f+> − 2
∅f:: + 
A∅f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA 
Where  f = 
Af − 4
 + 24A 
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Y = 
AY − 12
l  = 
A − 24
A l = 
A A = 
A 
Therefore, *'9	 = %¬f + ¬YG + ¬G + ¬lGl + ¬AGA&%f + YG + G + lGl + AGA& *'9	 = %¬ff& + %¬fY + ¬Yf& + %¬f + ¬YY + ¬f&G + %¬fl + ¬Y + ¬Y + ¬lf&Gl+ %¬fA + ¬Yl + ¬ + ¬lY + ¬Af&GA *'9	 = <f + <YG + <G + <lGl + <AGA 
Where  <f = ¬ff <Y = ¬fY + ¬Yf < = ¬f + ¬YY + ¬f <l = ¬fl + ¬Y + ¬Y + ¬lf <A = ¬fA + ¬Yl + ¬ + ¬lY + ¬Af Y = '*'9'	 + *'9	 Y = %f + YG + G + lGl + AGA& + %<f + <YG + <G + <lGl + <AGA& Y = ­f + ­YG + ­G + ­lGl + ­AGA 
 
 
Where  
 
 
 
 
A4.10: Finding the Series Expanded From of (4.4b) 
For the LHS of (4.4b) is similar to (4.4) except or the notation.  i.e.  ∅f:: − 
∅f, we also 
express it in series expansion form. r%A.A& = ∅	:: − 
∅	 
We know from Eqn. 6b that, 
∅	 =   G 

f
 
(4.7b) 
Using (4.7b) above, we derive the series expanded form of the terms of (4.4b) as follows; 
∅	 =  G 

 f
 
 
∅	: = ¾ G RY

 f
 
 
∅	:: = ¾%¾ − 1& G R

 f
= %¾ + 2&%¾ + 1& _G 

 f
 
 
The result of the LHS series expansions are summarized in the Table 4.8 below. ∅	:: − 
∅	 = %2 − 
f& + %6l − 
Y&G + %12A − 
&G + %−
l&Gl+ %−
A&GA 
Table 4.8: Series Expanded Form, Viscous ¾ ∅t:: ∅t w 0 f u 0 YG 
­f = f + <f ­Y = Y + <Y ­ =  + < ­l = l + <l ­A = A + <A 
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| 2 G ¢ 6lG lGl £ 12AG GA 
 
A4.11: Comparing the Coefficients (Viscous) of Step 13 & 14 
∅	:: − 
∅	 = 	       (4.4b) ∅Y:: − 
∅Y = %2 − 
f& + %6l − 
Y&G + %12A − 
&G + %−
l&Gl+ %−
A&GA Y = ­f + ­YG + ­G + ­lGl + ­AGA 
Table 4.9: Coefficient Comparison, Viscous 
Power of G ∅t:: − §|∅t ¸t 
0 %2 − 
f& ­f 
1 %6l − 
Y& ­Y 
2 %12A − 
& ­ 
3 −
l ­l 
4 −
A ­A 
Using Table 4.9, the viscous solution is written as; ∅u = ½w + ½u + ½|| + ½¢¢ + ½££             (4.7b) 
 
Table 4.10 provides the  Coefficients . 
 
A4.12: Finding the ½  Coefficients 
−
l = ­l 
l = − 1
 ­l 
 −
A = ­A 
A = − 1
 ­A 
 12A − 
 = ­ 
 = − 1
 c12
 ­A + ­d 
 6l − 
Y = ­Y 
Y = − 1
 c 6
 ­l + ­Yd 
 2 − 
f = ­Y 
f = − 1
 º 2
 c12
 ­A + ­d + ­Y» 
 
Table 4.10: ½  Coefficients 
f = − 1
 º 2
 c12
 ­A + ­d + ­Y» 
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Y = − 1
 c 6
 ­l + ­Yd 
 = − 1
 c12
 ­A + ­d 
l = − 1
 ­l 
A = − 1
 ­A 
 
 
The Combination of Tables 4.11, 4.12 & 4.13 are used to find the rest of the viscous 
solutions that are summarized in Table 4.14. 
Table 4.11:  Table  ∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RY f Y  l A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ∅f+> − 2
∅f:: + 
A∅f 
Af − 4
 + 24A 
AY − 12
l 
A − 24
A 
A 
A 2 ∅Y+> − 2
∅Y:: + 
A∅Y 
Af − 4
 + 24A 
AY − 12
l 
A − 24
A 
A 
A 3 ∅+> − 2
∅:: + 
A∅ 
A9f − 4
9 + 24A 
A9Y − 12
9l 
A9 − 24
9A 
A 
A 4 ∅l+> − 2
∅l:: + 
A∅l 
Af − 4
 + 24A 
AY − 12
l 
A − 24
A 
A 
A 
 
Table 4.12:  Function Table  *'9	  0 0 0 1 F%& F%& 2 F%& F%& 3 F() F(9) 4 F() F(9) 
 
Table 4.13: Outer Layer ∅t Function Table  *'9	 ∅	 ∅	 0 0 F%& = F%& = F%& = F%9. & F%& 1 F%& F%& = F%­& = F%	&	<& = F%, ¬	&	& = F%, 	&	& F%, 	&	& 2 F%& F%9& = F%­& = F%	&	<& = F%, ¬	&	& = F%, 	&	& F%, 	&	& 3 F() F() = F(­) = F(	&	<) = F(, ¬	&	) = F(, 	&	9) F(, 	&	9) 4 F() F(7) = F(­) = F(	&	<) = F(, ¬	&	) = F(, 	&	) F(, 	&	) 
 
Table 4.14: Outer Layer ∅t Summary ∅f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	           (4.7) ∅Y = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA             (4.7b) ∅ = 9f + 9YG + 9G + 9lGl + 9AGA             (4.7c) ∅l = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA             (4.7d) ∅A = 7f + 7YG + 7G + 7lGl + 7AGA             (4.7g ) 
 
 
 
A4.13: The { and © Coefficents 
 
The inner solution applies to small values of G i.e. G W 1 
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Let 
8 − 9 =   G

f
 
       (4.8) 
Where  f = 1 − 9 
  = (−1)2(_Y)®2(_Y) − 1¯ 2 + 1%2 + 2&! _Y For   1 
For  = 1, 2, 3	&	4; 
 (−1) 2(_Y) ®2(_Y) − 1¯ 2 + 1(2 + 2)! 
_Y   
1 -1 16 15 1
2 
 −120 
2 1 64 63 1
24 
l 
 168l 
3 -1 256 255 1
720 
A −2723 A 
4 1 1024 1023 1
40320 
¶ 2728105 ¶ 
 
8 − 9 =   G

f
 
       (4.8) 
 
 8 − 9 =  f +  YG +  GA +  lG +  AG        (4.8) 
 
Where, 
 f = 1 − 9  Y = −120   = 168l  l = −2723 A  A =
2728
105 ¶ 
 8 − 9 =  f +  YG +  GA +  lG +  AG 8 = 9 +  f +  YG +  GA +  lG +  AG 8: = 0 + 0 + 2 YG + 4 Gl + 6 lG¶ + 8 AG· 8:: = 0 + 0 + 2 Y + 12 G + 30 lGA + 56 AG 8::
(8 − 9) =
0 + 0 + 2 Y + 12 G + 30 lGA + 56 AG f +  YG +  GA +  lG +  AG  8::
(8 − 9) =
2(0 + 0 +  Y + 6 G + 15 lGA + 28 AG)( f +  YG +  GA +  lG +  AG)  8::
(8 − 9) = 2(0 + 0 +  Y + 6 G + 15 lGA+ 28 AG)( f +  YG +  GA +  lG +  AG)RY 8::
(8 − 9) = 20 + 0 +  Y + 6 G + 15 lGA+ 28 AG1 + (−1 +  f +  YG +  GA +  lG +  AG)RY 
 
Let  and í represent the numerator and denominator respectively i.e.  = (0 + 0 +  Y + 6 G + 15 lGA + 28 AG) í = (−1 +  0 +  1G2 +  2G4 +  3G6 +  4G8) 
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Therefore  8::
(8 − 9) = 21 + íRY 
It is known the solution of 1 + íRY as; 1 + íRY = 1 − í + í − íl + íA 
And í is known as; í = −1 +  0 +  1G2 +  2G4 +  3G6 +  4G8 
Then, ::
( − ) = ww + || + ££ + ±± + ²²        (4.9) 
 
Where 
f = =10 − 20 f + 20 f − 10 fl + 2 fAB Y 
 
 = =60 − 120 f + 120 f − 60 fl + 12 fAB  + =−20 + 40 f − 3 f + 8 flB Y 
 
A = =150 − 300 f + 300 f − 150 fl + 30 fAB + =−140 + 280 f − 210 f + 56 flB Y  + =20 − 3 f + 12 fB Yl 
 
 = =280 − 560 f + 560 f − 280 fl + 56 fAB A+ =−320 + 640 f − 480 f + 128 flB Y l+ =−120 + 240 f − 18 f + 48 flB + =160 − 240 f + 96 fB Y  + (−10 + 8 f) A 
 
 = =−580 + 1160 f − 870 f + 232 flB Y A+ =−420 + 840 f − 630 f + 168 flB  l+ =340 − 510 f + 204 fB Y l + (260 − 390 f) Y + (−90 + 72 f) Yl  + 2 Y¶ + 156 f Y 
 
 
For the  coefficients, the first five terms i.e.  = 0, 1, 2, 3		4, 
 8 − 9 =  f +  YG +  GA +  lG +  AG 
 
− '
<(8 − 9) = N−
'

<P
1
 f +  YG +  GA +  lG +  AG 
 
− '
<(8 − 9) = N−
'

<P m
1
∑  Gf n         (4.9b) 
    
− '
<(8 − 9) = N−
'

<P (f + YG + GA + lG + AG) 
Where 
f = 5 − 10 f + 10 f − 5 fl +  fA 
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  = =−10 + 20 f − 15 f + 4 flB Y 
 A = =−10 + 20 f − 15 f + 4 flB  + =10 − 15 f + 6 fB Y 
  = =−10 + 20 f − 15 f + 4 flB l + =20 − 30 f + 12 fB Y  + (−5 + 4 f) Yl 
  = =−10 + 20 f − 15 f + 4 flB A + =10 − 15 f + 6 fB  + =20 − 30 f + 12 fB Y l+ (−15 + 12 f) Y  +  YA 
 
 
For the ¼ coefficients, the first five terms i.e.  = 0, 1, 2, 3		4, 
 
Since we had let 	 = \]](\R)∅	 − +X¥(\R) =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB, we can rewrite 
this equation by replacing the terms on the RHS using Equations (4.10b), (4.9) and 
(4.9b). 
∅	(G) = OYRX3         (4.10b) 8::%8 − 9& = 0G0 + 2G2 + 4G4 + 6G6 + 8G8         (4.9) 
− '
<%8 − 9& = N− '
<P %f + YG + GA + lG + AG&         (4.9b) 
 
	 = 8::%8 − 9& ∅	 + º− '
<%8 − 9&» =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB         (4.6b) 
 	 = %fGf + G + AGA + G + G&%OYRX3&
+ ºN− '
<P %f + YG + GA + lG +AG&» =∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RYB 
The first part 	 of is the inviscid term while the second term is the viscous part. 
To solve this inviscid term, 	aÑÐÃÐ = %fGf + G + AGA + G + G&%OYRX3& 
An assumption is made that OY = 1 and the exponential term is expanded in series such 
that 	aÑÐÃÐ = %fGf + G + AGA + G + G&%RX3& 
	aÑÐÃÐ = %fGf + G + AGA + G + G& N1 − 
G + 12
G − 16
lGl
+ 124
AGAP 
f = %0G0 + 2G2 + 4G4 + 6G6 + 8G8& N1 − 
G + 12
G − 16
lGl + 124
AGAP f = µf +µYG +µG +µlGl +µAGA	.		.		. Eqn. 12a 	aÑÐÃÐ = µf +µYG +µG +µlGl +µAGA	 
To solve the viscous term, we borrow the solution formulated in Section 12 of the Outer 
Solution. Where for,  = 1. ∅	RY+> − 2
∅	RY:: + 
A∅	RY = ∅f+> − 2
∅f:: + 
A∅f ∅f+> − 2
∅f:: + 
A∅f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA 
Where  
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f = 
Af − 4
 + 24A Y = 
AY − 12
l  = 
A − 24
A l = 
A A = 
A 
Therefore, 
*'9	 = H− '
<K %0 + 1G2 + 2G4 + 3G6 + 4G8) (0 + 1G + 2G2 + 3G3 + 4G4) 
 
*'9	 = H− '
<K %<f + <YG + <G + <lGl + <AGA& 
Where  <f = ff <Y = fY < = f + Yf <l = fl + YY <A = fA + Y + f 	 = *'9' + '9 Y = '*'9'	 + *'9	 Y = %µf +µYG +µG +µlGl +µAGA&+ H− '
<K %<f + <YG + <G + <lGl + <AGA& Y = ­f + ­YG + ­G + ­lGl + ­AGA 
Where  
­f = µf − '
<<f ­Y = µY − '
<<Y ­ = µ − '
<< ­l = µl − '
<<l ­A = µA − '
<<A 
 
 
 
A4.14: Constants 
Table 4.15: Inner Layer Coefficient Comparison, Inviscid  
Power of G ∅w:: − §|∅w ¸w 
0 %2 − 
f& µf 
1 %6l − 
Y& µY 
2 %12A − 
& µ 
3 −
l µl 
4 −
A µA 
 
 −
l = µl 
l = − 1
µl 
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−
A = µA 
A = − 1
µA 
 12A − 
 = µ 
 = − 1
 c12
µA +µd 
 6l − 
Y = µY 
Y = − 1
 c 6
µl +µYd 
 2 − 
f = µY 
f = − 1
 º 2
 c12
µA +µd + µY» 
 
Table 4.16: Inner Layer  ¡  Coefficients, Inviscid  
the ¡ coefficients 
f = − 1
 º 2
 c12
µA +µd + µY» 
Y = − 1
 c 6
µl +µYd 
 = − 1
 c12
µA +µd 
l = − 1
µl 
A = − 1
µA 
Using Table 4.15 above, the  coefficients in Eqn. 6a can be summarized (based on 
Appendix A) as; ∅w = ¡w + ¡u + ¡|| + ¡¢¢ + ¡££	        (4.10) 
 
 
Table 4.16: Inner Layer  ¡  Coefficients, Inviscid  
the ¡ coefficients 
f = − 1
 º 2
 c12
µA +µd + µY» 
Y = − 1
 c 6
µl +µYd 
 = − 1
 c12
µA +µd 
l = − 1
µl 
A = − 1
µA 
 
The Combination of Tables 4.11, 4.12, and 4.17 are used to find the rest of the viscous 
solutions that are summarized in Table 4.18. 
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Table 4.17: Inner Layer ∅t Function Table  *'9	 ∅	 ∅	 0 0 F%& = F%& = F%& = F%9. & F%& 1 F%& F%& = F%­& = F%µ	&	<& = F%µ, 	&	& = F%µ, 	&	& F%µ, 	&	& 2 F%& F%9& = F%­& = F%µ	&	<& = F%µ, 	&	& = F%µ, 	&	& F%µ, 	&	& 
3 F() F() = F(­) = F(µ	&	<& = F%µ, 	&	& = F%µ, 	&	9& F%µ, 	&	9& 4 F%& F%7& = F%­& = F%µ	&	<& = F%µ, 	&	& = F%µ, 	&	& F%µ, 	&	& 
 
 
Table 4.18: Inner Layer ∅t Summary ∅f = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA	        (4.10) ∅Y = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA          (4.10b) ∅ = 9f + 9YG + 9G + 9lGl + 9AGA          (4.10c) ∅l = f + YG + G + lGl + AGA          (4.10d) ∅A = 7f + 7YG + 7G + 7lGl + 7AGA          (4.10g) 
 
A4.15: Finding ∅t 
Let 
8 − 9 = 11! 8:(g − g) + 12! 8::(g − g) + 13! 8:::(g − g)l + 14! 8+>(g − g)A
+ 15! 8
>(g − g)¶ + 
    
(4.11) 
.   
 
8 − 9 = 8:(g − g) +
1
28
::(g − g) +
1
68
:::(g − g)l +
1
248
+>(g − g)A +
1
1208
>(g − g)¶ +	.		.		.	 
 
Since G = g − g 
8 − 9 = 8:G + 128::G + 168:::Gl + 1248+>GA + 11208>G¶ +	.		.		. 
Let 
 = ¾	 and 8:: = 48:: 
 
Then %8 − 9&∅::f − 8:: + 
%8 − 9&∅f = 0 
 %8 − 9&∅::f − 48:: + ¾	%8 − 9&∅f = 0 
 
Substitute 8 − 9 into the inviscid stability equation 
 
º8:G + 128::G + 168:::Gl + 1248+>GA + 11208>G¶+	.		.		. » ∅::f
− º48:: + ¾	 c8:G + 128::G + 168:::Gl + 1248+>GA + 11208>G¶+	.		.		. d» ∅f = 0 
 
º8:G + 128::G + 138:::Gl + 148+>GA + 158>G¶+	.		.		. » ∅::f
− ¿48:: + Á¾	8:G + ¾	2 8::G + ¾	

6 8:::Gl + ¾	

248+>GA + ¾	

1208>G¶+	.		.		. ÂÀ ∅f = 0 
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º8:G + 128::G + 138:::Gl + 148+>GA + 158>G¶+	.		.		. » ∅::f
− ¿48:: + ¾	8:G + ¾	2 8::G + ¾	

6 8:::Gl + ¾	

248+>GA + ¾	

1208>G¶+	.		.		. À ∅f = 0 
 
By Fourier method, 
 
∅	 = G  G

f
=  G_

f
 
        (4.12) 
 
 ∅	G = % + 9&G_RY

f
 
∅	G = % + 9&% + 9 − 1&G_R

f
 
 
Substitute ∅	 and hT∅ah3T  into the inviscid stability equation 
º8:G + 128::G + 168:::Gl + 1248+>GA + 11208>G¶+	.		.		. » Æ% + 9&% + 9 − 1&G_R

f
É
− ¿48:: + ¾	8:G + ¾	2 8::G + ¾	

6 8:::Gl + ¾	

248+>GA + ¾	

1208>G¶+	.		.		. À Æ G_

f
É = 0 
 
 ¿% + 9&% + 9 − 1& c8:G + 128::G + 138:::Gl + 148+>GA + 158>G¶+	.		.		. d G_R

f
−  Á48:: + ¾	8:G + ¾	2 8::G + ¾	

6 8:::Gl + ¾	

248+>GA + ¾	

1208>G¶+	.		.		. Â G_À = 0 
 
 ¿% + 9&% + 9 − 1& c8:G + 128::G + 168:::Gl+	.		.		. d G_R

f
−  Á48:: + ¾	8:G + ¾	2 8::G + ¾	

6 8:::Gl+	.		.		. Â G_À = 0 
 
 ¿% + 9&% + 9 − 1& c8:G_RY + 128::G_ + 168:::G__Y+	.		.		. d

f
−  Á48::G_ + ¾	8:G__Y + ¾	2 8::G__ + ¾	

6 8:::G__l+	.		.		. ÂÀ = 0 
 
 ¿% + 9&% + 9 − 1& c8:G_RY + 128::G_ + 168:::G__Y+	.		.		. d

f
− Á48::G_ + ¾	8:G__Y + ¾	2 8::G__ + ¾	

6 8:::G__l+	.		.		. ÂÀ  = 0 
 
Let  = % + 9&% + 9 − 1& 
Then 
 ¿ c8:G_RY + 128::G_ + 168:::G__Y+	.		.		. d − Á48::G_ + ¾	8:G__Y + ¾	

2 8::G__ + ¾	

6 8:::G__l+	.		.		. ÂÀ 

f = 0 
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 ¿ c8:G_RY + 128::G_+	.		.		. d − Á48::G_ + ¾	8:G__Y + ¾	

2 8::G__+	.		.		. ÂÀ  = 0

f
 
 ¿c8:G_RY + 2 8::G_+	.		.		. d − Á48::G_ + ¾	8:G__Y + ¾	

2 8::G__+	.		.		. ÂÀ  = 0

f
 
 ¿c8:G_RY + 2 8::G_+	.		.		. d − Á48::G_ + ¾	8:G__Y + ¾	

2 8::G__+	.		.		. ÂÀ = 0

f
 
 ¿8:G_RY + 2 8::G_ − 48::G_ − ¾	8:G__Y − ¾	

2 8::G__+	.		.		. À = 0

f
 
 ¿8:G_RY + 2 8::G_ − 48::G_ − ¾	8:G__Y − ¾	

2 8::G__+	.		.		. À = 0

f
 
 
  = % + 9&% + 9 − 1& and f = 9%9 − 1&, Y = 9%9 + 1&,  = %9 + 2&%9 + 1& . . .  
 
 
   = 0  = 0  = 1  = 1  = 2  = 2 G_RY 8: 8:ff 8:9%9 − 1&f 8:YY 8:9%9 + 1&Y 8: 8:%9 + 2&%9 + 1& G_ 8:: N2− 4P 
8:: Nf2− 4P f 
8:: m9%9 − 1&2
− 4nf 
8:: NY2− 4P Y 
8:: m9%9 + 1&2
− 4nY 
8:: N2− 4P  
8:: m%9 + 1&%9 + 1&2
− 4nY 
G__Y −8:¾	 −8:¾	f −8:¾	f −8:¾	Y −8:¾	Y −8:¾	 −8:¾	 G__ −8:: ¾	2  −8:: ¾	

2 f −8:: ¾	

2 f −8:: ¾	

2 Y −8:: ¾	

2 Y −8:: ¾	

2  −8:: ¾	

2  
  = % + 9&% + 9 − 1& and f = 9%9 − 1& 
 
From the table above, 8:9%9 − 1&f = 0 and f ≠ 0 
 
8:9%9 + 1&Y + 8:: Á9%9 − 1&2 − 4Â f = 0 
 
8:%9 + 2&%9 + 1& + 8:: Á9%9 + 1&2 − 4Â Y − 8:¾	f = 0 
 
From the above equations, it can be noted that; 
 
1. 9%9 − 1& = 0 and so 9 = 0 or 9 = 1 
2. 8:9%9 + 1&Y = −8:: %RY& − 4	 f 
 
Y = −8::9%9 − 1& − 828:9%9 + 1& f 
 Y = 9Yf 
Where 9Y = − \Ã]]%RY&R\Ã]%_Y&  
3. 8:%9 + 2&%9 + 1& = −8:: %_Y& − 4	 Y + 8:¾	f 
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 = −8::9%9 + 1& − 89Y + 28:¾	28:%9 + 2&%9 + 1& f 
  = 9f 
Where 9 = R\Ã]]%_Y&RÄ_\Ã] aT\Ã]%_&%_Y&  
 
It is also known that, 
 
∅	 = G  G

f
 
        (4.12) 
 
 ∅	 = Gf1 + 9YG + 9G+	. . .  
 
∅	 = Gf ¿1 − 8::9%9 − 1& − 828:9%9 + 1& G +
−8::9%9 + 1& − 89Y + 28:¾	28:%9 + 2&%9 + 1& G+	. . . À 
Replace f with 9¾ (¾ ≠ 0). Hence; 
 
∅	 = G¾ ¿1 − 8::9%9 − 1& − 828:%9 + 1& G +
−8::9%9 + 1& − 89Y + 28:¾	28:%9 + 2&%9 + 1& 9G+	. . . À 
 
For 9 = 1, 
∅	 = G¾ Æ1 + 28::8: G + Çm
8::8: n
 +	16 ¾	È G+	. . . É 
 
A4.16: Finding ∅u and ∅| 
∅Y = ℂY  ℎ%g − g&

Y
 
∅Y = ℂY  ℎG

Y
 
∅Y = ¾ ÆG + 28::8: G + Çm
8::8: n
 +	16 ¾	È Gl+	. . . É 
 ∅u = ℂu}u + }|| + }¢¢+	. . .  
Where 
ℎY = 1, ℎ = 2 \Ã]]\Ã] , ℎl = H\Ã
]]
\Ã] K
 +	Y¾	 
 
The second solution is 
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∅ = ℂ  7%g − g& + 8::8:

f
∅Y log(g − g) 
∅| = ℂ|  Í{{ + :::

{w
∅u !þ"  
Where 
7f = 1, 7Y = 0,  ℎ =  aT + \Ã]]\Ã] − H\Ã
]]
\Ã] K

, ℎl = −  aTY \Ã]]]\Ã] − \Ã
]]\Ã]]]
\Ã]T + \Ã
ÐÑ
Y\Ã] − Y H\Ã
]]
\Ã] K
l
 
 
 
A5: A Higher Order Analytic Method for Inclined Liquid Film Breakup 
 
A5.1: Derivation of the pressure expression ßß + 8f ßß" = −1á ßÝß" + Ø2∇        (5.3) 
 
Y = ßEß"           (5.10)  
 
*Y = ßEßG           (5.11)  
 ∇E = 0          (5.12) 
 
 
Substitute (5.10) into (5.3) ßYß + 8f ßYß" = − 1á2
ßÝß" + Ø2∇Y ßß NßEß"P + 8f ßß" NßEß"P = − 1á2
ßÝß" + Ø2∇ NßEß"P 
− 1á2
ßÝß" = ßß NßEß"P + 8f ßß" NßEß"P − Ø2∇ NßEß"P 
 ßÝß" = −á2 c ßß NßEß"P + 8f ßß" NßEß"P − Ø2∇ NßEß"Pd 
Solve the gradient term ∇ HÔ#Ô,K by Substitute (5.10) and (5.11) into (5.12) 
 
∇ NßEß"P = ß

ß" NßEß"P + ß

ßG NßEß"P 
∇ NßEß"P = ß
lEß"l + ß
lEß"ßG 
∇ NßEß"P = NßEß"P mß
Eß" + ß
EßGn 
From (5.12), ∇E = 0 
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ßEß" + ß
EßG = 0 ßEß" + ß
EßG = 0 
Therefore, (5.12) is substituted into the gradient term such that; 
∇ NßEß"P = NßEß"P mß
Eß" + ß
EßGn 
∇ NßEß"P = NßEß"P %∇E& 
 
∇ NßEß"P = NßEß"P %0& 
∇ NßEß"P = 0 
Hence  ßÝß" = −á2 c ßß NßEß"P + 8f ßß" NßEß"P − Ø2∇ NßEß"Pd ßÝß" = −á2 c ßß NßEß"P + 8f ßß" NßEß"P − 0d 
 ßÝß" = −á2 c ßß NßEß"P + 8f ßß" NßEß"Pd 
Rewrite the RHS of the above equation ßÝß" = −á2 c ßß NßEß"P + 8f ßß" NßEß"Pd ßÝß" = −á2 ßß" NßEß + 8f ßEß"P 
Integrate with respect to ", ßÝß" = −á2 ßß" NßEß + 8f ßEß"P 
 
ó = −æÎ N$%
$ê + w $%$ëP          (5.13) 
 
A5.2: Constructing a relationship between &| and '| 
From (5.2) ßß" + ß*ßG = 0 
Substitute (5.8) and (5.9) into (5. 2)  = Y +           (5.8) 
  * = *Y + *          (5.9) 
 ß%Y + &ß" + ß%*Y + *&ßG = 0 
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ß%Y&ß" + ß%&ß" + ß%*Y&ßG + ß%*&ßG = 0 
Áß%Y&ß" + ß%*Y&ßG Â + Áß%&ß" + ß%*&ßG Â = 0 
ÁßEß" + ß
EßGÂ + Áß%&ß" + ß%*&ßG Â = 0 
∇E + Áß%&ß" + ß%*&ßG Â = 0 
according (5.4) ∇E = 0 
 
∇E + Áß%&ß" + ß%*&ßG Â = 0 
Áß%&ß" + ß%*&ßG Â = 0 
 
$&|
$ë + $'|$ = w          (5.14) 
 
A5.3: Rewriting the viscous momentum equations 
From (5.3) ßß + 8f ßß" = −1á ßÝß" + Ø2∇          (5.13) 
Substitute (5.8) into (5.3)  = Y +           (5.8) 
  ßß + 8f ßß" = −1á ßÝß" + Ø2∇ ß%Y + &ß + 8f ß%Y + &ß" = −1á ßÝß" + ∇%Y + & ß%Y&ß + ß%&ß + 8f Áß%Y&ß" + ß%&ß" Â = −1á ßÝß" + Ø2∇%Y& + Ø2∇%& 
¿ß%Y&ß + 8f ß%Y&ß" À + ¿ß%&ß + 8f ß%&ß" À = −1á ßÝß" + Ø2∇%Y& + Ø2∇%& 
The 2nd term of RHS 
∇%Y& = ∇ NßEß"P = ß
lEß"l + ß
lEß"ßG = ßß" Áß
Eß" + ß
EßGÂ = ßß" ∇E = 0 
 
¿ß%Y&ß + 8f ß%Y&ß" À + ¿ß%&ß + 8f ß%&ß" À = −1á ßÝß" + 0 + Ø2∇%& 
 
The 1st term of RHS: Since Ý is known from (5.13), 
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−1á ßÝß" = −1á ßß" º−á2 NßEß + 8f ßEß"P» 
 
−1á ßÝß" = ßß" ºNßEß + 8f ßEß"P» 
−1á ßÝß" = mß
Eß"ß + 8f ß
Eß"n 
¿ß%Y&ß + 8f ß%Y&ß" À + ¿ß%&ß + 8f ß%&ß" À = mß
Eß"ß + 8f ß
Eß"n + 0 + Ø2∇%& 
Rewrite the 1st term of LHS in terms of E 
 
¿ß%Y&ß + 8f ß%Y&ß" À = º ßß NßEß"P + 8f ßß" NßEß"P» 
¿ß%Y&ß + 8f ß%Y&ß" À = mß
Eß"ß + 8f ß
Eß"n 
mßEß"ß + 8f ß
Eß"n + ¿ß%&ß + 8f ß%&ß" À = mß
Eß"ß + 8f ß
Eß"n + 0 + ∇%& 
 
¿ß%&ß + 8f ß%&ß" À = Ø2∇%& 
 
$&|
$ê + w $&|$ë = õÎ(|&|          (5.3b) 
 
From (5.4) ß*ß + 8f ß*ß" = −1á ßÝßG + Ø2∇*          (5.4) 
Substitute (5.9) into (5.4) * = *Y + *          (5.8) 
  ß*ß + 8f ß*ß" = −1á ßÝßG + Ø2∇* ß%*Y + *&ß + 8f ß%*Y + *&ß" = −1á ßÝßG + Ø2∇%*Y + *& ß%*Y&ß + ß%*&ß + 8f Áß%*Y&ß" + ß%*&ß" Â = − 1á ßÝßG + Ø2∇%*Y& + Ø2∇%*& 
¿ß%*Y&ß + 8f ß%*Y&ß" À + ¿ß%*&ß + 8f ß%*&ß" À = −1á ßÝßG + Ø2∇%*Y& + Ø2∇%*& 
The 2nd term of RHS 
∇%*Y& = ∇ NßEßGP = ß
lEßGß" + ß
lEßGl = ßßG Áß
Eß" + ß
EßGÂ = ßßG ∇E = 0 
¿ß%*Y&ß + 8f ß%*Y&ß" À + ¿ß%*&ß + 8f ß%*&ß" À = −1á ßÝßG + 0 + Ø2∇%*& 
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The 1st term of RHS: Since Ý is known from (5.13), 
−1á ßÝßG = −1á ßßG º−á2 NßEß + 8f ßEß"P» 
 
−1á ßÝßG = ßßG ºNßEß + 8f ßEß"P» 
−1á ßÝßG = mß
EßGß + 8f ß
EßGß"n 
¿ß%*Y&ß + 8f ß%*Y&ß" À + ¿ß%*&ß + 8f ß%*&ß" À = mß
EßGß + 8f ß
EßGß"n + 0 + Ø2∇%*& 
 
Rewrite the 1st term of LHS in terms of E 
 
¿ß%*Y&ß + 8f ß%*Y&ß" À = º ßß NßEßGP + 8f ßß" NßEßGP» 
¿ß%*Y&ß + 8f ß%*Y&ß" À = mß
EßßG + 8f ß
Eß"ßGn 
mßEßßG + 8f ß
Eß"ßGn + ¿ß%*&ß + 8f ß%*&ß" À = mß
EßGß + 8f ß
EßGß"n + 0 + Ø2∇%*& 
¿ß%*&ß + 8f ß%*&ß" À = Ø2∇%*& 
 
$'|
$ê + w $'|$ë = õÎ(|'|          (5.14b) 
 
A5.4: Rewriting the momentum equations with the velocities as a function of ) ÔÕTÔ + 8f ÔÕTÔ, = Ø2∇          (5.3b) Ô>TÔ + 8f Ô>TÔ, = Ø2∇*          (5.4b)  = Ô*Ô3          (5.15) * = − Ô*Ô,           (5.16) 
Substitute (5.15) and (5.16) into (5.3a) and (5.4a) respectively ßß NßâßGP + 8f ßß" NßâßGP = Ø2∇ NßâßGP ßß Nßâß"P + 8f ßß" Nßâß"P = Ø2∇ Nßâß"P 
Add the two equations together ßß NßâßGP + 8f ßß" NßâßGP + ßß Nßâß"P + 8f ßß" Nßâß"P = Ø2∇ NßâßGP + Ø2∇ Nßâß"P 
c ßß NßâßGP + ßß Nßâß"Pd + 8f c ßß" NßâßGP + ßß" Nßâß"Pd = Ø2∇ cNßâß"P + NßâßGPd 
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ßß cNßâßGP + Nßâß"Pd + 8f ßß" cNßâßGP + Nßâß"Pd = Ø2 Áß
lEß"l + ß
lEß"ßG + ß
lEß"ßG + ß
lEßGlÂ ßß NßâßG + ßâß"P + 8f ßß" NßâßG + ßâß"P = Ø2 Á ßß" mß
Eß" + ß
EßGn + ßßG mß
Eß" + ß
EßGnÂ 
NßâßG + ßâß"P Nßâß + 8f ßâß"P = Ø2 cßâß" %∇â& + ßâßG %∇â&d 
NßâßG + ßâß"P Nßâß + 8f ßâß"P = Ø2 c%∇â& NßâßG + ßâß"Pd 
Nßâß + 8f ßâß"P = Ø2%∇â& ßâß + 8f ßâß" = Ø2∇â          (5.17) 
 
 
A5.5: Solving the differential equations for potential function and momentum 
equation ∇E = 0          (5.12) ∅ = Φ%G&%Ó_+ ,&          (5.18) 
Substitute (5.18) into (5.12) ∇E = 0 ∇=Φ%Ó_+ ,&B = 0 ß=Φ%Ó_+ ,&Bß" + ß
=Φ%Ó_+ ,&BßG = 0 ß=ikΦ%Ó_+ ,&Bß" + ß=Φ
:%Ó_+ ,&BßG = 0 −kΦ%Ó_+ ,& +Φ::%Ó_+ ,& = 0 Φ:: − kΦ = 0          (5.18.1) Φ%G& = Y^ 3 + ^R 3          (5.18.2) ∅ = Φ%G&%Ó_+ ,&          (5.18) 
 ∅ = =ïué + ï|RéB%çê_¦éë&           (5.20) 
 
 Ô*
Ô + 8f Ô*Ô, = Ø2∇â           (5.17)  = Ψ%G&%Ó_+ ,&           (5.19) 
Substitute (5.19) into (5.17) ßâß + 8f ßâß" = Ø2∇â ßß =Ψ%Ó_+ ,&B + 8f ßß" =Ψ%Ó_+ ,&B = Ø2∇=Ψ%Ó_+ ,&B äΨ%Ó_+ ,& + 8f'¾Ψ%Ó_+ ,& = Ø2=−kΨ%Ó_+ ,& +Ψ::%Ó_+ ,&B äΨ+ 8f'¾Ψ = Ø2%−kΨ+Ψ::& 
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1Ø2 %ä + 8f'¾&Ψ = −kΨ+Ψ:: 
Ψ:: − kΨ− 1Ø2 %ä + 8f'¾&Ψ = 0 
Ψ:: − ck + ä + 8f'¾Ø2 dΨ = 0 
Ψ:: − Nk + ä + 8f'¾Ø2 PΨ = 0 
Let  = k + Ó_\p+ 
,-
 
Ψ:: − Ψ = 0           (5.19.1) Ψ%G& = ^l³3 + ^AR³3           (5.19.2)  = Ψ%G&%Ó_+ ,&           (5.19) 
 
. = %ï¢ñ + ï£Rñ&%çê_¦éë&           (5.21) 
 
Evaluating the integration constants Y^, ^, ^l and ^A * = ÔÚÔ + f ÔÚÔ,  at G = ±           (5.5) ÔÕ
Ô3 + Ô>Ô, = 0  at G = ±           (5.6) ∅ = % Y^ 3 + ^R 3&%Ó_+ ,&           (5.20)  = %^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,&           (5.21) 
Solve LHS of (5.5) * = *Y + *           (5.9) *Y = Ô#Ô3           (5.11) * = − Ô*Ô,            (5.16) 
Substitute (5.11) and (5.16)into (5.9) 
* = ßEßG − ßâß"  
* = ßßG ®% Y^ 3 + ^R 3&%Ó_+ ,&¯ − ßß" ®%^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,&¯ * = ¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3&%Ó_+ ,& − '¾%^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,& * = ¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3& − '¾%^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,&           (5.9) *3 = ¾% Y^  − ^R & − '¾%^l³ + ^AR³&%Ó_+ ,&           (5.9a) *3R = ¾% Y^R  − ^ & − '¾%^lR³ + ^A³&%Ó_+ ,&           (5.9b) 
 
 
Solve RHS of (5.5) Ò = Òf%Ó_+ ,&           (5.1) ßÒß + f ßÒß" = ßß =Òf%Ó_+ ,&B + f ßß" =Òf%Ó_+ ,&B ßÒß + f ßÒß" = äÒf%Ó_+ ,& + f'¾Òf%Ó_+ ,& 
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ßÒß + f ßÒß" = %ä + f'¾&Òf%Ó_+ ,& 
Equate RHS of (5.5) to (5.9a) and (5.9b) *3 = ¾% Y^  − ^R & − '¾%^l³ + ^AR³&%Ó_+ ,& = %ä + f'¾&Òf%Ó_+ ,& *3R = ¾% Y^R  − ^ & − '¾%^lR³ + ^A³&%Ó_+ ,&= %ä + f'¾&Òf%Ó_+ ,& 
 é=ïué¡ − ï|Ré¡B − ¦é%ï¢ñ¡ + ï£Rñ¡& = %ç + &w¦é&èw           (5.9a) é=ïuRé¡ − ï|é¡B − ¦é%ï¢Rñ¡ + ï£ñ¡& = %ç + &w¦é&èw           (5.9b) 
Solve LHS of (5.6)  = Y +            (5.8) Y = Ô#Ô,            (5.10)  = Ô*Ô3           (5.15) 
Substitute (5.10) and (5.15) into (5.8) 
 = ßEß" + ßâßG  
 = ßß" ®% Y^ 3 + ^R 3&%Ó_+ ,&¯ + ßßG ®%^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,&¯  = '¾% Y^ 3 + ^R 3&%Ó_+ ,& + %^l³3 − ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,&  = '¾% Y^ 3 + ^R 3& + %^l³3 − ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,&           (5.8) ßßG + ß*ß" = ßßG î'¾% Y^ 3 + ^R 3& + %^l³3 − ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,&ò + ßß" î¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3& − '¾%^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,&ò ßßG + ß*ß" = '¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3& + %^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,&+ '¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3& + ¾%^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,& ßßG + ß*ß" = '¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3& + %^l³3 + ^AR³3&+ '¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3& + ¾%^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,& ßßG + ß*ß" = 2'¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3& + % + ¾&%^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,& 
From (5.6), ÔÕ
Ô3 + Ô>Ô, = 0  at G = ±           (5.6) 
Therefore 2'¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3& + % + ¾&%^l³3 + ^AR³3&%Ó_+ ,& = 0 2'¾% Y^ 3 − ^R 3& + % + ¾&%^l³3 + ^AR³3& = 0 
 
at  = ¡     |¦é|=ïué¡ − ï|Ré¡B + %ñ| + é|&%ï¢ñ¡ + ï£Rñ¡& = w           (5.6a) 
at  = −¡     |¦é|=ïuRé¡ − ï|é¡B + %ñ| + é|&%ï¢Rñ¡ + ï£ñ¡& = w          (5.6b) 
Solve the four equations(5.6a), (5.6b), (5.9a), and(5.9b) for the for four unknown 
constants ( Y^, ^, ^l and ^A) ¾% Y^  − ^R & − '¾%^l³ + ^AR³& = %ä + f'¾&Òf           (5.9a) ¾% Y^R  − ^ & − '¾%^lR³ + ^A³& = %ä + f'¾&Òf           (5.9b) 2'¾% Y^  − ^R & + % + ¾&% l^³ + ^AR³& = 0           (5.6a) 2'¾% Y^R  − ^ & + % + ¾&% l^R³ + ^A³& = 0           (5.6b) 
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The following scheme is used to sort these four algebraic equations; 
1. Multiply (5.9a) and (5.9b)by 2'¾ 
2'¾% Y^  − ^R & + 2¾%^l³ + ^AR³& = 2'¾%ä + f'¾&Òf         (5.9a) 2'¾% Y^R  − ^ & + 2¾%^lR³ + ^A³& = 2'¾%ä + f'¾&Òf         (5.9b) 
2. Eliminate Y^ and ^ from (5.6a)and (5.9a) 
2'¾% Y^  − ^R & + 									2¾%^l³ + ^AR³& = 2'¾%ä + f'¾&Òf         (5.9a) 2'¾% Y^  − ^R & + % + ¾&%^l³ + ^AR³& = 0         (5.6a) 
                                           
%é| − ñ|&%ï¢ñ¡ + ï£Rñ¡& = |¦é%ç + &w¦é&èw (5.6a)-(5.9a) 
3. Eliminate Y^ and ^ from (5.6b)and (5.9b) 
2'¾% Y^R  − ^ & + 									2¾%^lR³ + ^A³& = 2'¾%ä + f'¾&Òf         (5.9a) 2'¾% Y^R  − ^ & + % + ¾&%^lR³ + ^A³& = 0         (5.6a) 
                                           
%é| − ñ|&%ï¢Rñ¡ + ï£ñ¡& = |¦é%ç + &w¦é&èw (5.6b)-(5.9b) 
 
4. Equate LHS of (5.6a)-(5.9a) to LHS of (5.6b)-(5.9b) because their RHSs are equal 
%¾ − &% l^³ + ^AR³& = %¾ − &%^lR³ + ^A³& %^l³ + ^AR³& = %^lR³ + ^A³& ^l%³ − R³& = ^A%³ − R³& ï¢ = ï£ 
5. Rewrite the four Eqns. by replacing ^A with ^l 
¾% Y^  − ^R & − '¾^l%³ + R³& = %ä + f'¾&Òf         (5.9a) ¾% Y^R  − ^ & − '¾^l%R³ + ³& = %ä + f'¾&Òf         (5.9b) 2'¾% Y^  − ^R & + ^l% + ¾&%³ + R³& = 0         (5.6a) 2'¾% Y^R  − ^ & + ^l% + ¾&%R³ + ³& = 0         (5.6b) 
 
6. Rewrite (5.9a) and (5.9b) by replacing ^A with ^l 
¾% Y^  − ^R & − '¾^l%³ + R³& = %ä + f'¾&Òf         (5.9a) ¾% Y^R  − ^ & − '¾^l%R³ + ³& = %ä + f'¾&Òf         (5.9b) é=ïué¡ − ï|Ré¡ − ïuRé¡ + ï|é¡B = w (5.9a)-(5.9b) 
 ¾% Y^  − ^R  − Y^R  + ^ & = 0 
Y^  − ^R  − Y^R  + ^  = 0 
Y^%  − R & + ^%  − R & = 0 
Y^%  − R & = −^%  − R & ïu = −ï| 
7. Rewrite (5.6a)and (5.9a)by replacing ^ with Y^ . (5.6b) and (5.9b) are left out 
because they are similar to (5.6a)and (5.9a)respectively. 
¾ Y^%  + R & − '¾^l%³ + R³& = %ä + f'¾&Òf       (5.9a) 2'¾ Y^%  + R & + ^l% + ¾&%³ + R³& = 0       (5.6a) 
8. Multiply (5.9a)by 2'¾ 
2'¾ Y^%  + R & + 2¾^l%³ + R³& = 2'¾%ä + f'¾&Òf       (5.9a) 
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9. Eliminate Y^ from (5.6a)and (5.9a)by subtracting (5.6a)from (5.9a) 
2'¾ Y^%  + R & + 											2¾^l%³ + R³& = 2'¾%ä + f'¾&Òf       (5.9a) 2'¾ Y^%  + R & + ^l% + ¾&%³ + R³& = 0       (5.6a) 
                                      ï¢%é| − ñ|&%ñ¡ + Rñ¡& = |¦é%ç + &w¦é&èw (5.6a)-(5.9a) 
Therefore  
^l = 2'¾%ä + f'¾&Òf%¾ − &%³ + R³& 
^l = 2'¾%ä + f'¾&Òf%¾ − &29ℎ%& 
^l = '¾%ä + f'¾&Òf%¾ − &9ℎ%& 
Since  = k + Ó_\p+ 
,-
 then  
k −  = k − Nk + ä + 8f'¾Ø2 P = −
ä + 8f'¾Ø2  
And  
^l = '¾%ä + f'¾&Òf%¾ − &9ℎ%& 
^l = '¾%ä + f'¾&ÒfN−ä + 8f'¾Ø2 P 9ℎ%&
 
ï¢ = − ¦éõÎèwÏñ}%ñ¡&       (5.21a) 
10. Solve for Y^ (5.6a) 
2'¾ Y^%  + R & + ^l% + ¾&%³ + R³& = 0 
Y^ = −^l % + ¾&2'¾ %
³ + R³&%  + R & 
Y^ = −^l % + ¾&2'¾ 9ℎ%&9ℎ%¾& 
Y^ = '¾Ø2Òf9ℎ%& %
 + ¾&2'¾ 9ℎ%&9ℎ%¾& 
ïu = %ñ| + é|&õÎèw|éÏñ}%é¡&        (5.20a) 
Since Y^ = −^ and ^l = ^A, then (5.20) and (5.21) can be rewritten as ∅ = ïu=é − RéB%çê_¦éë&       (5.20) 
. = ï¢%ñ + Rñ&%çê_¦éë&       (5.21) 
